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The main goal of this thesis was to examine how the emotional intelligence skills

and multicultural project leadership style of a project manager interrelate and

affect the success of a project.

The research methods used are literature review in theoretical part of the thesis

and semi-structured interviews in empirical part of the thesis. This study is a single

case study i.e. one case company was selected to be the secondary level of

analysis. Within the case company, four project managers were selected as

research units to form the primary level of analysis. Literature review formed the

basis for the empirical research and the interview questions were derived from the

literature. Findings from the interviews were mirrored against the literature review

findings, based on which both conclusions and generalisations could be made.

Thus, both deductive and inductive methods were utilised to get more complete

picture about the research topic.

In the first part of the literature review the general leadership theories and the

project leadership terminology are introduced as a background for the concept of

emotional intelligence and the integrated leadership model. Emotional intelligence



and its interrelation to different leadership concepts are discussed during the

literature review. Chinese cultural aspects affecting the way of making business,

and the multicultural leadership styles of the Finnish project managers are

introduced in the following part of the literature review. It was found that the most

successfully used multicultural leadership styles in Finnish-Chinese context are

synergistic and polycentric, and these require emotional intelligence skills.

In the empirical part on this thesis the findings from the semi-structured interviews

are introduced, discussed and analysed. Interviews were done in private meeting

rooms, and they were recorded and transcripted to add reliability and validity.

Although the sample was only four project managers, the results show that the

sample is quite saturated as the responses to several questions followed the same

pattern. It was found that Finnish project managers in the case company are

democratic and take cultural differences into account in their project leadership.

Both synergistic and polycentric leadership styles are used with Chinese team

members. Emotional intelligence capabilities and the emphasis of those differ a bit

depending on the interviewee. Though, the results show that EI skills and the

multicultural project leadership style used in Chinese context are interrelated.

The findings from the literature review and the empirical research in this thesis are

similar. Though, there is need for further research as the sample was small, and

this thesis is a single case study. It is recommendable to make a multi-company

study with larger sample of project managers. Also multi-industry perspective is

recommendable for further research.
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Tämän pro gradu –tutkielman päätavoitteena oli tutkia kuinka projektipäällikön

tunneälyn taidot ja monikulttuurinen projektijohtajuustyyli ovat liitoksissa toisiinsa

ja vaikuttavat projektin menestykseen.

Käytetyt tutkimusmenetelmät ovat kirjallisuuskatsaus tutkielman teoriaosiossa ja

puolistrukturoitu haastattelu tutkielman empiirisessä osiossa. Tutkimus on

yksittäinen tapaustutkimus eli yksi yritys valittiin sekundäärisen tason analyysia

varten. Yrityksen sisältä valittiin primääritason analyysia varten neljä

projektipäällikköä tutkimusyksiköiksi. Kirjallisuuskatsaus muodosti pohjan

empiiriselle tutkimukselle, ja haastattelukysymykset johdettiin kirjallisuudesta.

Haastattelujen löydöksiä peilattiin kirjallisuuskatsauksen löydöksiin, ja tämän

perusteella johtopäätökset ja yleistykset voitiin tehdä. Täten sekä deduktiivista että

induktiivista lähestymistapaa käytettiin työssä hyväksi, jotta saatiin kattavampi

kokonaiskuva tutkimusaiheesta.

Kirjallisuuskatsauksen ensimmäisessä osassa yleisiä johtajuuden teorioita ja

projektijohtamisen käsitteitä esitellään taustaksi tunneälyn käsitettä ja integroitua

johtajuuden mallia varten. Tunneälyä ja sen liittymäkohtia johtajuusteorioihin

käydään läpi kirjallisuuskatsauksen eri osissa. Kiinalaisen kulttuurin vaikutusta



liiketoiminnan harjoittamiseen, ja suomalaisten projektipäällikköjen

monikulttuurisen johtajuuden tyylejä esitellään kirjallisuuskatsauksen seuraavassa

osassa. Tutkimuksessa saatiin selville, että menestyksekkäimmin käytetyt

johtajuusmallit Suomi-Kiina kontekstissa ovat synergistinen ja monikeskeinen, ja

että nämä vaativat tunneälyn taitoja.

Tutkielman empiirisessä osiossa puolistrukturoitujen haastattelujen löydökset

esitellään ja analysoidaan. Haastattelut tehtiin yksityisessä neuvotteluhuoneessa,

ja ne nauhoitettiin sekä litteroitiin luotettavuuden ja kelpoisuuden varmistamiseksi.

Vaikka otos sisälsi vain neljä projektipäällikköä, oli aineisto melko kylläistä, koska

vastauksissa oli havaittavissa samojen asioiden toistumista. Tutkimuksessa saatiin

selville, että suomalaiset projektipäälliköt kyseessä olevassa yrityksessä ovat

demokraattisia ja ottavat kulttuuriset erot huomioon projektijohtajuudessaan. Sekä

synergististä että monikeskeistä johtajuustapaa käytetään kiinalaisten

tiiminjäsenten kanssa. Tunneälyn kyvyt ja niiden painotus eroavat hieman riippuen

haastateltavasta. Tulokset kuitenkin näyttävät, että tunneälyn kyvyt ja käytetty

monikulttuurisen projektijohtajuuden tyyli kiinalaisessa kontekstissa ovat

yhteydessä toisiinsa.

Löydökset sekä kirjallisuuskatsauksesta että empiirisestä tutkimuksesta ovat

samankaltaiset tässä pro gradu -tutkielmassa. Tutkimukselle on kuitenkin edelleen

tarvetta jatkossa, sillä tämä otos oli pieni ja edusti vain yksittäistä tapausta. On

suositeltavaa tehdä tutkimus, jossa on mukana monia yrityksiä ja isompi otos

projektipäälliköitä. Myös eri alojen yrityksiä huomioiva perspektiivi on suositeltavaa

tulevalle tutkimukselle.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and goal of the thesis

This Master’s Thesis project has been started based on the personal interest of

the writer on project leadership and multicultural project environment. Through the

past work experience it has become clear that there is a gap existing in

management literature about the emotional intelligence skills needed together with

the right multicultural project leadership style appropriate in certain culture context.

There aren’t so many publications available either to support project managers in

their multicultural leadership work or to describe how to handle the people in

projects in right way. Many books have been written about general project

management including the “hard sciences” e.g. how to build a Gantt chart, how to

manage the timetable of a project, how to build a project plan etc. Though, the

human side of the project management, in other words leadership, and under that,

emotional intelligence, are important aspects of multicultural leadership.

Unfortunately those are quite unknown concepts for project managers in their daily

job. Other really interesting research area is Chinese business culture and its

effect on project leadership in multinational corporation context. Chinese culture in

many ways differs from the Western, and especially from the Finnish one, so it is

important to go through the main characteristics of it. The main goal of this thesis

is to introduce the EI concept together with multicultural leadership model in

theoretical part, and show how in real life these two interrelate in project

leadership in Finnish-Chinese context based on the findings from the interviews.

1.2 Problem formation, framework of the thesis and research questions

This thesis answers to a real, existing research problem. As the literature review

conducted has shown, there are lots of studies available about the general project

management, more from hard science perspective, but less about the soft skills

needed and the challenges faced from leadership perspective. Project

management tends to be more and more popular way of making business at least

within MNC context. In order to succeed, project managers should have some
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understanding of the leadership challenges that they will face during a multicultural

project. What comes to Finnish-Chinese cultural context, there are some studies

and theories available but those haven’t in larger scale been mirrored against real

life setting.

The research questions can be seen in the framework of the thesis (Figure 1) on

the next page. The main research question “How do emotional intelligence and

multicultural project leadership style used interrelate and affect success of a

project in Finnish-Chinese context?”- directs progression of the research. Sub

questions support the objectives of the theoretical study: explaining the main

themes from project leadership, emotional intelligence and multicultural project

leadership. The main goal of the theoretical part is to create background for the

integration of EI and multicultural project leadership. Interrelation and possible

integration will be further analysed during the empirical part through the interview

findings. The framework of the thesis can be found from the following chart, where

the main themes are represented with the research questions into which they are

related to and supposed answer to. More detailed description of the structure of

this thesis can be found from the chapter 1.8. and in the Table 3 there.
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Leadership in projects &
emotional intelligence

(Research question to be
answered: 1)

Multi-cultural project
leadership

(Research questions to be
answered: 2 & 3)

What is a
project?

(definition)

Management
vs. leadership

Leadership
models &

styles

Understanding
culture

(definition)

Chinese (vs.
Finnish) business

culture

Finnish leadership
model in Finnish-
Chinese context

(Mäkilouko)

Who is a
leader in
projects?

(definition)

Transformational
(relationsship-

based)

Transactional
(task-based)

Managerial
cluster(MQ)

Intellectual
cluster (IQ)

Emotional
cluster (EQ/

EI)

SynergisticEthnocentric Polycentric

3) Which kind of multicultural leadership
styles are used in Finnish-Chinese

context?

4) How do emotional intelligence and multicultural
leadership style used interrelate and affect success

of a project in Finnish-Chinese context?

2) What are the main characteristics of
Chinese project environment?

1) What does emotional intelligence
mean and how is it linked with different

leadership styles?

Literature review (Chapters 2 & 3)

Introduction - backgound & methodology of the research (Chapter 1)

Empirical part: Emotional intelligence and multicultural
project leadership in Finnish-Chinese MNC context (Chapter 4)

Results of the interviews
(Research question to be answered: 4)

Discussion, conclusions & suggestions (Chapter 5)

Empirical part:
Comparing how the EI &
multicultural leadership

styles interrelate and
how they affect in reality

to project’s success

Research questions:

Structure of the thesis:

Figure 1. Framework of the thesis.
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As can be seen from the figure above, there are four research questions to be

answered in this Master’s thesis. First three are the sub questions, and the last

one is the main research question, which forms the topic of the thesis. There are

also two additional questions to be answered in the managerial contribution part.

Those are related to the real research questions, but analyse case MNC specific

issues based on empirical findings only, and thus they are here to support the

study.

Leadership style and emotional intelligence:

What does emotional intelligence mean and how is it linked with different

leadership styles?

The first chapters in theoretical part deal with the general leadership concepts,

giving background information about the history of leadership and different styles

used. The main goal is to define and explain what term “emotional intelligence”

(EI) mean and how it is linked with project leadership, answering the first sub

research question.

Finnish-Chinese project environment and multicultural perspective:
What are the main characteristics of Chinese project environment?

For to answer the second sub research question, more theoretical study is

conducted about the cultural project environment. Here, the main goal is to define

and describe the most common and typical characteristics of Chinese business

culture, especially from the point of view of project management.

Which kind of multicultural leadership styles are used in Finnish-Chinese context?

Then, next chapter is to answer the third sub research question, aiming for

describing the leadership styles used Finnish-Chinese project business context.

There has been made a remarkable study of in this field by Makilouko (2004)

which will be utilised as a base of further theoretical and empirical analysis.
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Synergy between emotional intelligence and multicultural leadership styles:
How do emotional intelligence and multicultural project leadership style used

interrelate and affect success of a project in Finnish-Chinese context?

Finally, the last part of the research is about combining the two main themes:

emotional intelligence and multicultural leadership. The target is to find out how

these topics are interrelated based on the interviews done and compared to the

latest studies in the field. Aim is to find whether EI competencies and multicultural

project leadership style interrelate or not, and how does it affect the project and

project leadership success in reality.

Support and project management selection in an MNC:
How are the project leaders supported to utilise emotional intelligence and suitable

multicultural leadership styles? Are the project managers selected according to

their EI and multicultural skills into Finnish-Chinese projects?

In addition to the four exact research questions represented above, there are two

other important things to be analysed: how the project managers are supported in

order to utilise EI and multicultural leadership skills, and are they selected

according to their skills. These questions will be answered based on the findings

from the interviews in empirical analysis. Conclusions of these can be found on the

managerial contribution part.

1.3 Definitions

In following list the main terms from this thesis are described shortly to give the

reader a better understanding of the terminology used here. The ones without a

source are based on writer’s own work experience.

· Management = process of achieving organisational goals by planning,

organising, and controlling organisational resources (McManus 2006, 9)

· Leadership = motivating and guiding people to understand their potential, and

to achieve more challenging organisational goals (Anantatmula 2010, 14)
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· Emotional intelligence (EI) = ability to read, understand and manage oneself

and one’s relationships with others (Müller & Turner 2010b, 33)

· Multinational corporation (MNC or synonym Multinational enterprise, MNE) =

company, which engages in foreign direct investment and has operations in

multiple countries (Peng 2009, 533)

· Multicultural leadership = leading teams, which involve people from different

cultures and nations (main emphasis here is in national cultures, not in ethnic

ones)

· Ethnocentrism = cultural blindness, keeping the local way of working and

ignoring other cultures (modified after Makilouko 2003 & 2004)

· Synergy (in multicultural leadership) = seeking similar cultural preferences

among the team members, trying to use leadership style that is relevant to

cultural similarities (modified after Makilouko 2003 & 2004)

· Polycentricism = treating cultures with respect and preserve people as they are

in their teams, project leader as a link between cultures (modified after

Makilouko 2003 & 2004)

· Ramp up = product ramp up means building a new production line, creating

order-delivery process and product availability for new products in new location

· R&D = research and development, designing new products

· Business development = developing order-delivery-process related business

operations

1.4 Delimitations

In the beginning of this thesis the main leadership theories are represented in

short to open the background of emotional intelligence perspective. Leadership is

very wide research area and thus isn’t discussed here in detail. Characteristics of

successful leadership are taken into account during the study, but as that isn’t the

main research area, emphasis here isn’t in those success factors. Thesis is related

to Finnish-Chinese cultural context so other cultural surroundings aren’t analysed

here detailed. Interviews will show some references or comparisons to American

culture because of the case MNC specific reason but American culture isn’t

represented in theoretical part. There is only one case company and four research
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units within it which sets limitations to generalisations. In this case, organisational

culture may affect the results. Situation would be different if study would include

many case companies i.e. would be a multi-company study as then the

organisational culture wouldn’t have so much emphasis. This study is about one

industry so differences may also occur compared to multi-industry study. Project

managers who were interviewed are mainly working in business development or

product ramp up projects what also generates certain type of view to leadership.

Even though there are technical aspects represented in those, results could differ

if the interviewees would have been e.g. only technically oriented R&D project

managers or financial project managers etc. As the number of interviews is quite

small due to timetable of this thesis, results may be influenced by the personal

characteristics of interviewees chosen.

1.5 Theoretical framework

This thesis has two main themes to be covered through the theoretical framework:

leadership in projects and multicultural project leadership (see the framework of

the thesis above in Figure 1 and in Table 3). The first part of theory deals with the

general leadership definitions, models and styles, aiming for to explain the

background of different leadership clusters represented by Müller & Turner

(2010b). Then, the main focus is on emotional intelligence (EI), which by definition

has more to do with the relationship and human i.e. soft side of the leadership.

Second part of theoretical study is there to define cultural surroundings of the

project leadership. At first, the cultural issues in general, and how they are handled

in leadership theories are being discussed. Then, the main themes from Chinese

culture point of view are gone through. The main areas of national culture are

compared with the ones of Finnish within the Hofstede’s dimensions. And finally,

the Finnish multicultural leadership model of Makilouko (2004) is represented. The

ethnocentric, synergistic and polycentric multicultural leadership styles are

introduced and compared with EI characteristics. The possible interrelation

between these two research areas will be analysed through the findings from

interviews.
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1.6 Literature review

When starting this thesis project, it was obvious that project leadership and

multicultural leadership are both in general wide research areas from which the

topic of this thesis must be carefully narrowed. Writer had already at her own job

drawn attention that there is quite small amount of publications available about

emotional intelligence skills needed in the work of multicultural project manager.

During the preliminary literature review, there were found two significant studies

about interrelation between multicultural competence and EI. Chrobot-Mason and

Leslie (2012) have investigated the importance of multicultural competence for

managerial success, and the link between EI and multicultural competence. Their

study involved people from different backgrounds and companies, and it was more

about multicultural competence in general, neither about multicultural leadership

nor project leadership style. Other interesting study found was the one of

Ponterotto et al. (2011). They researched the relationship between multicultural

personality dispositions and trait emotional intelligence. The sample included only

students and was about psychological issues with no leadership focus. Both of

these studies found were lacking the multicultural leadership style focus, and thus

there was a research gap existing for this thesis.

In addition, lots of leadership and project management publications were gone

through to get the background for the project leadership and emotional intelligence

concept. Many publications focus only on the “hard” project management i.e.

setting the timetables, budget, scope and so on, or leadership from different

ankles, e.g. multi-project, team focus, situational leadership, virtual management

etc. Kaulio (2008) has studied project leadership but in multi-project setting, so

there was different scope than in this thesis. Gabrielsson et al. investigated

transformational team-building across cultural boundaries. Randeree and Ninan

(2011) have studied IT projects in United Arab Emirates, with team focus also. In

this thesis the emphasis isn’t on team building, especially because in the case

company project managers don’t have chance even to do that on their own. Lee-

Kelley (2002) has made research about project manager’s leadership style and

control of changing project boundaries as virtual teams are becoming very
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common way of doing business. Lee-Kelley’s (2002) study is just one sample from

the group “virtual teams” or “virtual leadership”. Other publications are i.a. the

master’s thesis of Tuunanen (2008) about managing virtual project teams, and the

book of Warner and Witzel (2004) about managing in virtual organisations. These

are slightly related to the context of this thesis but as the main focus isn’t only the

virtual team, and it is assumed here that the project managers and the team

members meet each other also face-to-face, the emphasis is a bit wrong. There

has been also made publications about women as project managers (Henderson

et al. 2013) – a theme that could be really interesting to study more detailed - but

again, it is out of the scope of this thesis.

There was chosen one most suitable theoretical perspective to support the study

about project leadership and emotional intelligence within multicultural context.

Authors Müller and Turner have done several studies about project management

or project leadership, and the capabilities required in that job (Müller & Turner

2005, 2007, 2010a, 2010b; Müller et al. 2009; Turner, R. 2009). As they have

combined their own findings with the ones from Dulewicz and Higgs (2003, 2005),

Müller and Turner (2010b) represented a comprehensive framework for EI in

project leadership context. This publication was chosen to support and guide the

theoretical study in this thesis.

As the multicultural context was delimited at the beginning of this thesis to be

Finnish-Chinese project environment, there was a need to search also information

about Chinese culture. Several publications are available to describe that in

general, but the most well-known study is the one of Hofstede (2014; Hofstede et

al. 2010), the results of which are represented in more detailed in chapter 3.3.

Against Hofstede’s dimensions, the results from Yan’s (2000) study are also

discussed. There were found also other good publications, e.g. the book of

Chatterjee and Nankervis (2007) describing the Asian management style, but on

the contrary also some out of the scope of this thesis, such as Holden’s (2002)

book “Cross-cultural management: a knowledge management perspective” which

is written more from the knowledge management point of view as the name

already tells.
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Finally, for to support the investigation of multicultural leadership styles used in

Finnish-Chinese context, there was found interesting publications of Makilouko

(2003; 2004). He has made research about how the Finnish project managers act

in multicultural project environment. The areas the author researched were

Finnish-European, Finnish-American and Finnish-Chinese, the last one of which

supports the theme of this thesis. Makilouko’s study was limited towards small

group behaviour and leadership, rather than corporations or human resource

management, focusing on filtrating the individual and company specific concerns.

Even though the case company is MNC, the focus here is to interview only few

project managers, and not to investigate the whole company, what supports taking

Makilouko’s findings (2003, 2004) together with project leadership and EI theory

as basis for the empirical study in this thesis.

1.7 Research methodology

This thesis is a qualitative study by nature. Term “qualitative” includes many

different meanings. There are different research traditions in different research

fields, and that is why also qualitative research has many aspects. Variety of

qualitative research methods is large: e.g. Delphi-research, discourse analysis,

panel research and case study are methods used in this area. (Hirsjärvi et al.

2007, 153, 158)

Qualitative research has certain characteristics through which it can be separated

from quantitative research (Table 1).  In qualitative research data is often

examined as whole. Argumentation cannot be built based on differences between

individuals regarding different variables and statistical connections of these

differences with other variables. This cannot be done even when the data consist

of different research units such as individuals in research interview. (Alasuutari

1994, 27)
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Table 1. Typical characteristics of qualitative research.  (Hirsjärvi et al. 2007, 160)
Research is comprehensive acquiring of information by nature;

material/data is collected from natural, real situations.

Human beings are favoured as an instrument of data collection.

Using inductive analysis.

Using qualitative methods in collecting material.

Target group is chosen expediently; random sample method

isn’t used.

Research plan forms along conducting the study.

Cases are handled unique and data is interpreted accordingly.

Qualitative analysis requires also absoluteness that differs from statistical

research. All facts and issues which are considered confidential and have

something to do with the mystery or pattern, which is being clarified, need to be

able to clarify so that they will not be contradictory with the presented

interpretation. This is a clear difference compared to quantitative method, in which

exceptions from common rule are allowed. In qualitative analysis, in contrast to

statistical analysis, statistical probabilities are not being accepted as clues.

Limiting factor here is often just only limited amount of units. For example one

unstructured interview can produce 30 transcript pages of text, so it is rarely

practical or possible to do so many interviews that differences between individuals

would be statistically remarkable. (Alasuutari, 1994, 27)

1.7.1 Theory and qualitative research

Every qualitative research has some connection with theory, in spite of the fact

how empirical the study is. In all qualitative studies theory should be taken

otherwise than as an obligatory part of work: it could be considered as an

opportunity. Good research gets off from theoretical framework and always comes

back to it at the end. This process is called deductive: hypotheses are derived

from common theory, in empirical part answers are looked for those and finally, at

the end, answers are mirrored to theory to find out did it get any support or not.
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But one of the typical characteristics of qualitative research is inductive

proceeding: from separate observations into general claims (Table 2). (Eskola &

Suoranta 1998, 80)

In qualitative research both approaches, deductive and inductive, can be used.

Theory can be a goal or an instrument. When acting as an instrument, theory can

be utilized for to build up interpretations and present interpretations in scientific

form. On the other hand, when theory is a goal, generalizations form along the

way from the single observations. Theory is also useful both when generalizability

and representativeness of data is taken into consideration and when scientific

research report is worked up. Theory has thus something to do with issues that

help whole qualitative research process from the first to the last if it is used right.

(Eskola & Suoranta 2003, 83)

Table 2. Inductive research method in qualitative research. (Salminen 2007)

In this thesis, theory is both a tool and a goal, thus also both deductive and

inductive perspective is utilized. Theoretical framework created at first helps in

order to get a generalized picture about situation being analysed through

interviews. Though, theory will be judged and mirrored against the findings made

during the empirical study conducted.

Researcher develops a theory or
compares pattern to other theories.

Researcher searches patterns (theories).

Researcher forms categories from data.

Researcher asks questions about data.

Researcher collects information (data)
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1.7.2 Case study

A case study can include one or more case selected with certain meaning.

Defining, analysing and finding solution for this case/cases is the main goal of

case study. Researcher must define case/cases, and if he does it after collecting

research material, we can normally talk about material originated research.

(Eriksson & Koistinen 2005, 4, 6, 154)

Case study is a convenient approach for examination, if questions “how” and “why”

are needed to be considered, if researcher is not able to control events, or if

research object is some phenomenon at present. (Yin 2003, 5) A suitable method

for to collect material needs to be chosen. Interviews and written material are often

used. Using several sources gives a chance to examine different issues and it also

allows triangulation. (Koskinen et al.  2005, 157)

Meaning of research can be characterized normally with four main features: study

can be mapping, explanatory, describing or predictive. Research can include

several meanings and meaning can also change along the examination process.

Case study can be categorized as mapping research the meaning of which is to

see what happens, look for new views and find new phenomena, clarify poorly

known phenomena and develop hypotheses. Commonly, target or meaning of

case study is to describe phenomena (Hirsjärvi et al. 2007, 131, 134). This master

thesis is a single case study the meaning of which is to see what happens, clarify

unknown phenomena and compare findings into theoretical framework.

1.7.3 Selecting research frame

The core of case study underlies in research frame and in the way of doing

conclusions. Research frame can be described as an action plan with the help of

which research can get from the questions to the conclusions. (Koskinen et al.

2005, 158, 160)
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Jensen & Rodgers (2001, 237) have presented following categorization for to

classify research frames (Eriksson & Koistinen, 2005, 21):

· Look of current situation -case studies describe single research unit in a certain

moment of time

· Longitudinal case studies analyze events that show in between certain period

· Before-after -case studies go one step deeper than longitudinal studies: in

those time before and after some certain event is analyzed and also effects of

this event to the time after it are taken into consideration

· Patchwork –case studies bonds several case studies that have evaluated

same research unit in different moments of time using e.g. look of current

situation-, longitudinal- or before-after –case study.

· Comparing case studies, as patchwork –study, combine findings of several

case studies. Comparing is often made for to get tease out generalizations of

characteristics lying background. Comparing research can widen perspective

by connecting many research units, and often it also utilizes both quantitative

and qualitative methods and material.  (Eriksson & Koistinen 2005, 21)

Because part of this thesis consists of comparing findings from the interviews

done, which are seen as different research units, it can be seen as a comparative

case study. Research frame supports also making generalizations of background

characteristics and comparing those to empirical findings.

1.7.4 Single case study

Case studies can be also categorized by the amount of cases included in a

research: single case studies that focus only on one case, and multiple case

studies, which focus on several cases. Single case study can concern also either

one or several research units although there is only one case. A multiple case

study can include many different cases and within different cases even different

research units. According to Yin (2003, 40) the reasons for using single case study

are following:

· Case is critical – strengthens, widens or challenges theory

· Case is unique or extreme case – produces important information
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· Case is representative or typical – captures circumstances of a common

situation, produces information about experiences of ordinary human being or

institution

· Case is revealing – there has not been a chance scientifically research this

case earlier, produces a remarkable study

· Case is longitudinal – a single case is researched from many point of views at

the same time, produces information about how case changes over time (Yin

2003, 40)

It can be justified that a single case study is here the right method to use. Topic of

thesis has characteristics mentioned above: it is critical, unique, representative

and revealing. Thesis produces important new information and is a remarkable

study that hasn’t earlier been made in the selected context. The single case here

is the company selected, including several research units (ie. project managers)

inside it who are being interviewed. The interviewees form the primary level of

analysis as their behaviour is here under investigation. The secondary level of

analysis is the case company, its multicultural leadership policies and support for

the project managers.

1.7.5 Collecting data through interviews

Mostly researcher collects his own observation material. This kind of empirical

data includes direct information about research object and that is why it is called

primary data or material. It is also possible to get material that somebody else has

collected. This type of material is called secondary data.  For example in big

projects there can be a lot of information existing that hasn’t been analysed yet

and it is good to have researchers to work the material. It is possible to get

answers for some parts of research problem from existing materials; for some

parts the information collection work needs to be done by oneself. (Hirsjärvi et al.

2007, 181) In this master’s thesis material has been collected from primary

sources, since there’s no existing material available about the topic within the case

company.
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Interview is nowadays very popular method for collecting information. It is utilized

in different sectors of society and asking is a common way of getting answers for

lack of information. (Ruusuvuori & Tiittula 2005, 9)

Traditionally interview types have been categorized by completion and binding

features of questions into structured and unstructured interviews. Other commonly

used terms are standardized and unstandardized. Interview types can be divided

into four main classes. At one end is structured interview with its specifically

formed questions and answer options. Questions and answer options are shown in

the same order for every interviewee. At the other end are open interviews with

very discussion like atmosphere. Interviewer and interviewee discuss about a

certain topic, but the same themes are not gone through with all interviewees.

Between these two there are two other categories: semi-structured and theme

interviews. There are same questions to all in semi-structured interviews, but not

the same answer options: interviewee can answer freely whatever he wants to. In

theme interviews the theme areas have been defined, but no certain questions

have been prepared beforehand. All themes are gone through but the order and

wideness of those vary depending on interview. Interviewer has a list of support

words but no prepared questions. (Ruusuvuori & Tiittula 2005, 11; Eskola &

Suoranta 1998, 87)

Semi-structured interviews have been used here as primary information source for

empirical part. Semi-structured interview was selected in order to get answers into

main topics derived from the theory framework. The interviews included also

characteristics of theme interview i.e. free discussion around the theme questions.

This was done to make the interview situation more relaxed for to assure that

interviewees had decent amount of freedom to tell about their experiences.

1.7.6 Analyzing data

The meaning of analyzing qualitative material is to create clearness for data, and

thus to produce new information about research topic. Through analyzes material

is aspired to be compacted without missing its information; on the contrary, it is
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aspired to add information value by creating clear and meaningful output from

fragmentary data. (Eskola & Suoranta 1998, 138)

Selecting analysing methods has no mechanical or clear rules. It is not always

certain when collected material is to be analysed and who will do it. In qualitative

research, where data is often collected in several phases and also side by side

with different methods, analyses cannot be done in one phase but along the way.

Material is thus collected and analysed at the same time. (Hirsjärvi et al. 2007,

218)

In this thesis, analysing has been executed along the way, which is a common

way to proceed. The main collection of data has been done step by step in

accordance with the selected multicultural project leadership framework. The

interviews were done separately, but the interview process was emerging i.e. the

findings from the first interview were taken into account when making the next one

and so on.

1.7.7 Evaluation criteria of reliability and validity

While doing a research it is always aspired to avoid mistakes, but even though

reliability and validity of results vary. This is why it is very important to evaluate

reliability of study in every research that has been made. Many different

measurement or research methods can be used for to make this assessment.

(Hirsjärvi et al. 2007, 226)

Reliability means that results of measurement are repeatable which means that

research is able to give non-random results. Validity on the other hand means

ability of indicator or research method to measure just what it was meant to

measure. These concepts have developed in quantitative environment and are

thus criticized in qualitative research environment. Better evaluation criteria for

qualitative research are credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.

(Hirsjärvi et al. 2007, s. 226; Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2003, 136)
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Eskola and Suoranta (2003, 211) give following meanings for credibility,

transferability and confirmability:

· For to create credibility, researcher must check out whether his interpretations

match with the views of research objects

· Transferability to some other context may be possible with certain

preconditions, though generalizations are not possible because of the

multiplicity of social reality

· Conformability means that research gets support from other studies made of

similar subject matter (Eskola & Suoranta 2003, 211)

In addition, dependability can be defined to mean that implementation of research

process is examined by some outsider (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2003, 136).

Reliability or trustworthiness of qualitative study can be improved if researcher

explains how the study is made continuously during the research process. For

example, circumstances while producing material (e.g. place, time and disturbing

factors during the interview) needs to be told to reader as well as researcher’s

grounds for conclusions and interpretations. (Hirsjärvi et al. 2004, 217)

In this thesis, interviewing people in different status in organization and using

several information sources when conducting theory review have brought depth to

the study. Interviews were carried out in a private, quiet negotiating room and they

were both recorded and transcripted. Researcher was familiar with the norms and

working principles of the case company, what reduced communication problems

and made information collection easier. Interviewing was done in Finnish

language, as being native language for all the participants, what also helped

communication and supported more open discussion. Also throughout the study

made, implementation of research process was examined by the mentoring

professor. Thus, the results of primary information collection should be trustworthy.
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1.8 Structure of the thesis

Following Table 3 summarises the structure of the thesis. After this introduction in

chapter 1, the study continues with a literature review in chapters 2 and 3. It

consists of the theoretical background of the empirical study. Chapter 2 introduces

at first the main terminology of project leadership, then compares the differences

between management and leadership, and finally represents the history and

perspectives of leadership. The aim here is to create a general view for the reader

about leadership concept and generate base for the EI and multicultural leadership

concepts.

Second part of the literature review in chapter 2.5. introduces the integrated

leadership model and emotional intelligence cluster.  Aim here is to define EI

concept and its dimensions which have been used in interviews to analyse the EI

leadership skills of project managers.

Third part of the literature study in chapter 3 introduces the basics of Chinese

culture and how it affects business, including values and core beliefs, and

Hofstede’s dimensions describing Chinese vs. Finnish culture. Aim is to explain

the main characteristics of Chinese culture and their way of making business in

order to get reader to understand the context in which empirical research is

conducted.

Fourth and the final part of literature research is about multicultural leadership and

its dimensions. Chapter 3.4. represents the model of Mäkilouko (2003, 2004) who

has been studying Finnish project leadership in different cultural contexts. This

model and its findings in Finnish-Chinese context are compared to the findings

from the interviews, and discussed in chapter 4.1. Finally, the chapter 3.5.

discusses the connection between emotional intelligence and multicultural project

leadership from theoretical perspective.

Empirical part of the thesis is the chapter 4, where the empirical research,

including description of data collection method and citations to interviews are
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represented, and the findings are analysed. Chapter 5 consists of discussion and

conclusions. It compares the empirical findings with the literature review in

theoretical contribution and discusses about managerial contributions based on

the findings and development ideas in the interviews. Last chapter explains

limitations and gives suggestions for further research.

Table 3. Stucture of the thesis.
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2 LEADERSHIP IN PROJECTS AND EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Projects as way of making business have become more common during the recent

years. As there may be different kind of organisation structures used, and the

experts of the company may be located even in another side of the globe, the

project type business has risen as solution for many kinds of situations. Projects

are used in private and public markets, but according with the scope of this thesis,

the emphasis here is on the private sector and mainly on the bigger, multinational

companies.

Usually, when the term project is mentioned, there are also terms project

management and project manager involved. Project manager is the person taking

care of the overall success of the project - managing the timetable, resources,

budget etc. Though, there is another side of the project management that needs to

be taken into account – project leadership. Leadership is one important driver in

21st century economy, and thus a current topic also within project management.

Term project leadership is not so commonly used in real working life (at least in

Finland), but it includes important, interesting aspects, which are not maybe so

well-known and need clarification. In Finnish language, there isn’t even a straight

translation to this term “leadership” (Makilouko 2004, 390) which already tells how

confusing the theme may be. This literature review has been conducted in order to

open up the terminology and generate research base for the empirical study.

2.1 What is a project?

Wysocki et al. (1995, 38) defines the term project following way: “A project is

sequence of unique, complex and connected activities having one goal or purpose

and that must be completed by a specific time, within budget, and according to

specification.” They raise the one goal set being the main issue separating project

from program. Program may include several projects and thus several goals

(Wysocki et al. 1995, 39)
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Camilleri (2011, 4) clarifies with an example the fact that project has a beginning

and end. He compares manufacturing of components with establishing a new

production line or a plant - the first mentioned being a process with serial

operations, and latter being a project as being temporary by nature. Another

important element separating the process and project is level of uniqueness.

Output of production process may be beer, but the project may have concretised

output as building of a bridge, e.g. Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco.

(Camilleri, 2011, 5)

Above mentioned example is quite extreme and usually the limit between the

process and project may not be as clear as humans conducting the both. Neither,

the output may not be so concrete, as may be e.g. in case of business

development projects. There are several types of projects, having different aspects

and different timescales. As examples can be mentioned R&D project (developing

new product), installation of new equipment, a new marketing campaign, moving

office into new block, organising a conference and writing a Master’s Thesis

(modified after Camilleri, 2011, 5). These project types have very different goals

and limitations. As R&D project may be more innovative by nature, occupying

many engineers and lasting for several years in a high technology company, the

thesis must be written in certain time period, by one person and usually within 6

months.

Projects are dynamic systems that must be kept in equilibrium (Wysocki et al.

1995, 43). Although being dynamic systems, they have some limits, usually set by

project sponsor or steering group, which can be seen from the Figure 2 below.

Issues bounding project scope and quality together are time, cost and resources

(Wysocki et al. 1995, 43). These aspects are often seen as the targets to be

achieved i.e. success factors  (Anantatmula 2010) or more detailed, internal

success factor. Though, being mainly accountable, measurable, and so called

“hard”, short-term goals these factors don’t take long term business targets into

account (e.g. getting a new product launched to market) or external, softer

success criteria, such as the ones related to customers, end-users or other

stakeholders (modified after Müller & Turner 2010a).  Müller & Turner (2010a, 324)
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found in their research that these internal success criteria, time, cost, quality etc.

are necessary but not sufficient for achieving a balanced set of success measures.

Also Harrington et al. (2012, 207) stated that traditional triangle must be extended

to include leadership performance and e.g. the satisfaction of the stakeholder’s

expectations to get a more complete view of project management success.

By the definition, project management success is typically measured at the end of

each project by the traditional triangle criteria (Harrington et al. 2012, 207) but is

affected by attitudes towards external success criteria (Müller & Turner 2012a).

Project success is measured in long term, and focuses more on the effects of the

project’s end deliverable (Harrington et al. 2012; Müller & Turner 2010a). Though,

it relates to combination of attitude towards internal success factor criteria, and the

emotional intelligence (EI) of the project manager (Müller & Turner 2010a). The

project leadership styles, especially EI, will be discussed later more detailed, as

being important part of the topic of this thesis.

Figure 2. The scope triangle of projects. (Wysocki et al. 1995, 43)

Success, success factors and attitudes of project leadership are specific research

areas which have been covered recently by several authors. Though, due to the

limitations of this thesis, it won’t be discussed here in more detailed matter.

TimeCost

Resources

Scope &
Quality
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2.2 Who is the leader of a project?

Answer for this question is usually the project manager, but there are different

perspectives also taken into account. In the PMBOK® Guide (PMI, 2004, 25) is

mentioned that project manager is in the centre of action, managing and

coordinating the project team’s activities with secondary and sometimes reduced

influence over a range of other stakeholders that are not project team members.

As the project manager may have a cross-functional team, he/she may not have a

full power to influence all the decisions or team members without superior role. Ng

& Walker (2008, 405) brings forth that another leadership role in project is the role

of project sponsor, who champions and perhaps initiates the project. Often project

sponsor is having also organisational role of functional or line manager, at least in

MNC context, which is by definition different than project manager and has

different characteristics. Thus, when discussed about the terms project leader and

leadership in this thesis, it is related to the role of project manager.

2.3 Management vs. leadership in projects

There is an overlap or difference between terms management and leadership.

They are often used quite mixed way, and thus it is important to define what they

mean. Kotter (1998, 104) has stated that management is about coping with

complexity when leadership more about coping with the change (Ng & Walker

2008, 405). This isn’t a good definition, as also leadership is many times dealing

with really complex issues. McManus (2006, 9) views management as: “the

process of achieving organisational goals by planning, organising, and controlling

organisational resources such as people and cash.” He also states that project

management is “the activity consisting of those tasks that are performed to ensure

that the mission of a project is fulfilled by planning and controlling its scope,

schedule, costs, resources and communication.” Both of these definitions are

more about dealing with the control of resources and reporting back how those

resources have been used (McManus 2006, 9). Leadership on the other hand can

be seen more as dealing with the people and the social aspect. Anantatmula

(2010, 14) suggests that leadership is about guiding others towards the
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accomplishment of project goals, and motivating and guiding people to understand

their potential, and to achieve more challenging organisational goals. All of these

definitions have some overlap as they deal with achieving the project targets.

According to (Nixon et al 2012, 204) the successful project management always

involves effective leadership. Also Müller and Turner (2010b, 2) say that

successful project management depends on the both leadership competence and

the management competence of the project manager. So these terms cannot

totally be separated from each other. They also represent a definition by Bennis

and Nanus (1985) which defines the difference as following: “To manage means to

bring about, to accomplish, to have responsibility for, to conduct. Leading is

influencing, guiding in direction, course, action and opinion. This distinction is

crucial. Managers are people who do things right and leaders are people who do

the right things.” (Müller & Turner 2010b, 2)

The definitions show that management is more goal-oriented, effective and maybe

even can be described as “hard” way of handling issues. Leadership on the

contrary can be seen more as “soft” side of handling things or people. Davies and

Hobday (2005, 150) bring forth that many management theorists shown not only

the most effective organisational form being contingent on the task at hand but

also that organisations have an informal soft reality which is really central to

efficiency, effectiveness and performance. They state also that vital human factor

is the one which “makes or breaks a new project”. Without developing this soft

dimension, and not seeing it as strategical element for project’s success, projects

continue to fail, and so do the project managers as leaders. (Davies & Hobday

2005, 263)

McManus (2006, 11) concludes that project managers need to adapt in practise

different styles for to suit the environment and the situation. And thus, he argues

that the line between manager and leader is forever being redefined. (McManus

2006, 11) When looking at the literature, publications and the theoretical

discussion about management and leadership terminology overall, this point

seems to be true. McManus (2006, 12) also stresses that leadership is an

improvisional art in which project managers need to operate under dynamic
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environment with daily-basis changing rules. He states that successful project

managers are adaptable, build trust and are capable of forging new collaborative

relationships for themselves, their teams and their stakeholder portfolio, that is

ever-shifting. (McManus 2006, 12)

2.4 History and perspectives of leadership research

It is important to have a quick view of where the roots of leadership lay and how

the weight of emotional intelligence has been rising during the past decades.

Müller and Turner (2010b, 9) represent the history of leadership studies and

theories and how those reflect to their competence model discussed later. As can

be seen from the Table 4 below, the origins of the leadership come from ancient

China and Confucius.

Table 4. Perspectives of leadership. (Müller & Turner 2010b, 10)
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Confucius identified the four virtues (de) of effective leaders: relationships (jen,

love), values (xiao, piety), process (li, proper conduct) and moderation (zhang

rong, the doctrine of the mean). These values have been the basis of leadership

for hundreds of years, and are ideological foundation of Chinese society,

government and business culture, which is in detailed discussed in chapter 3.

Important to notice is the fact that three of the virtues are emotional and only one

managerial. (Müller & Turner 2005, 48; 2010b, 9)

Next in timeline is Aristotle who also made his contribution in ancient times. He

suggested that managers should build their relationship with their team by

following steps: build relationships (pathos), sell their values or vision (ethos) and

persuade with logic (logos). Though, it has been seen, that current managers have

a problem sticking with third step, trying to persuade with logic and forgetting the

two other. Müller and Turner (2010b, 11) suggest that the difference between an

adequate manager and inspirational leader might lay in this. Manager knows what

must be done, how and why, whereas leaders know that first he must build

relationships with his team and sell their values and vision to avoid only pushing

than leading the team. (Müller & Turner 2010b, 11)

After the two major ancient fathers of leadership, the next ones come far later in

timeline. As can be seen from the Table 4 above, in early 1900s it was believed

that leaders are born, not made or developed. This “great man” theory dominated

empirical and theoretical work in early stages of leadership research until 1940s

according to Harrington et al. (2012, 208). Later it became obvious that leadership

skills can be learned if the person has right capabilities to adopt certain styles or

behaviours. Emotional intelligence theme has become quite important factor in

project management studies since 1990s. In the latest field of studies in 2000s, the

table shows integrated model of leadership including competencies, traits,

behaviours and styles. This perspective is used as foundation for this thesis and is

described more in the following chapters aiming for creating a framework for

empirical study.
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2.4.1 Personal competencies - traits, behaviours, emotions and attitudes

During the years of leadership research, the dimensions of personal competence

have been treated separately (Müller & Turner 2010b, 11). The first area is traits of

effective leaders, the study of which started early 1930s. From point of view of

project management Rodney Turner (2009) has identified seven traits of effective

project managers: problem solving, results orientation, self-confidence,

perspective, communication, negotiation ability, and finally, energy and initiative.

The next personal competence area is behaviours in which the leader can be

characterised by one or more of the following parameters:

1. Concern for people or relationships (jen, pathos)

2. Concern for production or process (li, logos)

3. Use or authority

4. Involvement of the team in decision-making (formulating the decisions)

5. Involvement of the team in decision-taking (choosing options)

6. Flexibility versus the application of rules (Müller &  Turner 2010b, 12)

Notable is that from the list above can be seen the link to the historical origins of

leadership ideologies discussed earlier. The last three points including decision-

making, -taking and flexibility are related to four styles of leadership: laissez-fair,

democratic, autocratic and bureaucratic (see Table 5 and Table 6 below). Both

Frame (2003) and Turner (2009) have suggested which of these four styles are

appropriate in certain stage of project life-cycle and with different types of project

team (Müller & Turner 2010b, 12).

Table 5. Four styles of project manager (Turner, 1999 sit. Müller & Turner 2005, 51)

Table 6. Leadership styles, project team types and project life cycle. (Müller & Turner 2005, 51)
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Many of the traits and behaviours mentioned above are shared not only by

efficient and inspiring leaders but also by people that are not good leaders. The

thing that differentiates a good leader is not always his intellectual intelligence (IQ)

but emotional response to situations. (Müller & Turner 2010b, 15)  This

characteristic can be called emotional intelligence (EQ/EI) and it will be discussed

more detailed later in chapter 2.5. Goleman et al. (2002) has identified emotional

competences which they grouped into four dimensions: self-awareness and self-

management under personal competences; social awareness and relationships

management under social competences. From these, the authors derived six

leadership styles: visionary, coaching, affiliative, democratic, pace-setting and

commanding. As can be imagined, the first four are having positive effect on

fostering resonance in the team and usually lead to better performance under

appropriate circumstances. The last two as having a bit negative sound should be

carefully used, mainly within short time period, on turnaround situations where

rapid recovery is necessary (Müller &  Turner 2010b, 16).

Goleman et al. (2002) showed also a clear correlation between leadership style

and emotional intelligence capabilities of managers and the performance of their

organisations. (Müller & Turner 2005, 52; 2010b, 15) Though, Müller and Turner

(2010b, 16) state that very littler work has been done to set project leadership into

the context of the emotional intelligence school. Thus, there has been base for

more detailed research which they have continued to do – ending up having the

integrated project leadership framework.

What comes to project manager’s emotional ability and project success, the study

of Lee-Kelly and Leong (2003) showed that there is a significant relationship

between the leader’s perception of project success and his personality and

contingent experiences. In project manager’s ability to deliver project successfully,

inner confidence and self-belief from personal knowledge and experience are

playing remarkable role. Thus, the emotional intelligence of a project manager

together with his inner self-confidence has significant impact on his competence

as project leader and hence on project success. (Müller & Turner, 2010a, 324;

2010b, 16)
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2.4.2 Output competencies – transactional vs. transformational leadership

As there are many studies about leadership in project, there are also several views

or perspectives to look at the theme. Some discuss about followership and

leadership (McManus 2006, 16), when others talk about output competences

(Müller & Turner 2010b, 17) or leadership performance (Harrington et al. 2012,

208) ending up defining same issues. Regardless of the terminology or

categorisation, terms transactional and transformational leadership styles are

described below.

Many authors mention the six major schools of leadership theory after Dulewicz

and Higgs (2003, 2005): behaviour, contingency, visionary, emotional intelligence

and competency (Harrington et al. 2012, 208; Müller & Turner 2005; 2010b). Two

popular leadership styles within the visionary school are transactional and

transformational (Harrington et al. 2012, 208).

Müller and Turner (2010b, 17) describe these two, transactional and

transformational styles after Bass (1990). Transactional leader is more process or

goal oriented, rewarding team members of meeting the targets, manage by

exception and action-taking when things don’t go according to plan.

Transformational leader concentrates more on relationships - being a charismatic

leader developing vision and creating pride, respect and trust. He motivates by

creating high expectation and models appropriate behaviour, gives considerations

to persons, pays attention to team members and gives them respect and allows

personality. He also provides intellectual stimulation by challenging followers by

new ideas and approaches. Müller and Turner (2010b, 7) categorise above

mentioned styles under output competencies of leader, and state that the process

and relationship focus both are needed in different circumstances. As a summary

the following Table 7 from McManus is provided to show the difference between

the two styles. McManus (2010, 17) discusses the theme transformational vs.

transactional more from the leader-follower perspective. He states that followers

are the ones who really experience the actuality of project manager’s approach to

leadership and can thus evaluate its effects. This would also be interesting study
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field in reality but due to scope and time limitations, the follower interviews have

been left out.

Table 7. Leadership traits (transactional vs. transformational) (McManus 2010, 17)

McManus (2010, 17) rises important note that project manager may not always

take the lead but let the followers take the initiatives. He says this helps in

followers’ personal development and also helps in building trust and confidence

between project manager and the followers. Makilouko (2003, 77) defines a leader

being transformational when he creates long-term effects on follower behaviour.

“The leaders transform the beliefs and thoughts of the team members in

permanent ways and assure the task completion in the best possible way

(Makilouko 2003, 77).” As multicultural teams are dispersed and leaders don’t

have time to supervise the work on daily basis, in theory transformational

leadership would be optimal (Makilouko 2003, 77) to be chosen in the context of

this thesis.
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Combining the transformational leadership with follower perspective and emotional

intelligence, McManus (2010, 18) states that project managers with high EI

understand the followers, why they are there, and what is there for them. Also

Harrington et al. (2012, 209) brings forth that there is a current belief in leadership

success which combines transformational style and emotional intelligence (EI).

Makilouko (2003, 83) summarises that based on his studies global organisations

need mostly relationship-oriented leaders, and transformational leadership

includes many aspects that require more relationship orientation. This can also be

understood to mean emotional intelligence, so the link between transformational

leadership style and EI is again found.

2.4.3 Contingency perspective of leadership

Leadership is contingent to the situation, and thus there is no universally best

leadership style (Makilouko 2003, 71). Contingency leadership theory epitomises

leadership in resourceful manner, and conceptualises it as accommodating

leadership’s complexities due to impact of different situations (Camilleri 2011,

243). Müller and Turner (2010b, 17) conclude that most of the authors writing

about components of competence come into this point that leadership is situational

but that the fact was formalised by contingency perspective. They summarise that

the contingency theories follow the same pattern: assessing the characteristic of

leader, evaluating the situation in terms of contingency variables, and seeking a

match between the leader and the situation. (Müller & Turner 2010b, 17)

Most known theory of contingency is mentioned by Camilleri (2011, 243) and

Müller and Turner (2010b, 18) to be the path-goal leadership theory developed by

House (1971). He contributed into fact that no single pattern of behaviour will be

successful in all situations. Path-goal theory places importance on how leaders

affect their subordinates’ perceptions of their work and personal goals, and the

way they take to achieve their goals. In other words, the idea is that the leader

helps team find the path to their goals and supports them in that process.

(Camilleri 2011, 243; Müller & Turner 2010b, 18)
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The four main types of leadership behaviours that path-goal theory represents are

supportive, participative, achievement-oriented and directive leaders. These styles

must correspond to both environmental and subordinate contingency factors. As

can be seen, the first three are similar to positive styles identified by Goleman et

al. (2002) but the last one to their toxic styles (pace-setting, commanding).

(Camilleri 2011, 244; Müller & Turner 2010b, 18)

2.5 Integrated model and emotional intelligence cluster

Consolidating and all the above mentioned themes - traits, behaviours and

emotional competencies of effective leaders - integrated model provides a

competence based leadership framework to describe different types of the

leaders, and the way they perform. It attempts to identify most suitable profiles in

different situations and circumstances, taking thus into account the contingency

perspective in addition to other various leadership schools. (Camilleri 2011, 246;

Müller & Turner 2010b, 18)

Integrated model of competencies is based on the studies of Dulewicz and Higgs

(2003). They identified 15 competencies, which influence leadership performance

(Table 8 below), and which have been categorised under three groups:

managerial, intellectual and emotional. In the Table 8 can also be seen how the

competencies possibly apply to Confucius’s four virtues. (Müller & Turner 2010b,

18) There has been a lot of discussion in leadership publications about the right

combination of these project manager’s intellectual (IQ), managerial (MQ) and

emotional intelligence (EQ/known also as EI) competences, and those effect on

project’s success. Especially Müller and Turner have done a lot of research in this

competencies’ field (e.g. Müller & Turner 2010a, 2010b; Müller, Turner & Dulewicz

2009).
Table 8. The 15 leadership competencies after Dulewicz & Higgs 2003 (Müller & Turner 2010b, 19)
Group Competency Confucius

Managerial (MQ) Managing resources

Engaging communication

Empowering

Developing

Process

Relationship

Relationship

Relationship
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Achieving Values

Intellectual (IQ) Critical analysis and judgement,

Vision and imagination

Strategic perspective

Moderation

Values

Moderation

Emotional (EQ) Self-awareness

Emotional resilience

Intuitiveness

Sensitivity

Influence

Motivation

Conscientiousness

Moderation

Moderation

Moderation

Relationships

Relationships

Relationships

Values

Managerial competences (MQ) are the bedrock of leadership i.e. the traditional

understanding of management which is guiding and controlling people for the

effective achievement of objectives. The roots are in behavioural perspective of

leadership. It consists of five dimensions: managing resources, engaging

communication, empowering, developing and achieving. Within the triad MQ, IQ

and EQ/EI, managerial competencies address the basic leadership behaviour.

Intellectual competences (IQ) on the other hand address the cognitive and rational

leadership aspect, which go back to early leadership theories such as the trait

perspective. Main dimensions of IQ are critical analysis and judgement, vision and

imagination; and strategic perspective. Emotional competences (EQ / EI) address

the interpersonal and social dimension of leadership i.e. the soft side of leadership

skills. Main dimensions are self-awareness, emotional resilience, intuitiveness,

sensitivity, influence, motivation and conscientiousness. (Müller & Turner 2010b,

21)

As already mentioned in earlier chapters, there have been done many conclusions

based on leadership studies that EI is important factor related to success of project

leadership. Emotional intelligence school was discussed above, but here the main

competencies under EQ/EI group will be gone through more detailed.
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2.5.1 Emotional leadership cluster (EQ) and emotional intelligence competences

(EI)

The underlying thinking of emotional competencies cluster (EQ) comes from the

emotional intelligence perspective with its focus on the ability to read, understand

and manage oneself and one’s relationships with others. As mentioned, many

researches have been made which indicate the correlation between EI skills and

project success. As EI is related to human and interpersonal side of the

leadership, the findings from Müller & Turner (2010b, 33) are a bit surprising. They

represent that more physical the product which project delivered; more meaning EI

had for the project success. In other words, projects that were related to both

product and new processes, such as IT projects, showed less correlation between

EI and success. And, most surprisingly, the projects with only process and people

related contents, had the least correlation between those two. (Müller & Turner

2010b, 33)

There are seven main competences of emotional intelligence which will be

discussed next. They are based on the definitions of Müller and Türner (2010a;

2010b), who originally derived them from Dulewicz and Higgs (2005). Above

mentioned Goleman’s study of EI (2002) grounded into four emotional

competencies dimensions (self-awareness, self-management, social awareness,

relationship management) plus their sub-dimensions. But, due to its focus on

competences, and not only intelligences, the sub-dimensions vary in the integrated

model of Müller and Turner (2010b) from the one of Goleman’s (2002).

2.5.2 Self-awareness

Self-awareness describes whether a person is aware of one’s own feelings, and

how he is able to recognise and control them. If a person is self-aware, he

monitors his inner signals and is conscious about the impact their feelings have to

his work. Anger, frustration and other negative feelings are noticed before those

will be built-up too much, and end up into outburst. Project manager with high self-

awareness also knows how to analyse the causes behind the anger and can also
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find a constructive reaction to it without losing temper. A self-aware leader can

easily tune into how others feel, and act empathetically which is important basis for

interpersonal resonance. (Müller & Turner 2010a, 328; 2010b, 36; McManus 2010,

9)

2.5.3 Emotional resilience

Emotional resilience is the capability for consistent performance in different

situations. It tells whether a person is capable of focusing on a course of action

when facing a personal challenge or criticism. Emotional resilience is thus required

for dealing with all the pressures, conflicts and time management which project

always brings along as being dynamic by nature. If a person is having this

competence, he will stay “on top” of the situation, recovering quickly and heading

towards developing new and innovative solutions to the problems at hand. People

having this capability are also flexible and constructive under changing

circumstances. (Müller & Turner 2010a, 328; 2010b, 37)

2.5.4 Intuitiveness

Intuitiveness, as the name already tells, is related to extend with which a person

makes decisions based on gut feeling instead of only hard facts. These both –

facts and feeling – support each other. Dulewicz and Higgs (2005, 112) define the

intuitive person as one who “arrives at clear decisions and drives their

implementation when presented with incomplete or ambiguous information using

both rational and emotional or intuitive perceptions of key issues and implications.”

Nowadays, there is at least in bigger companies available huge amount of

business data in different data warehouses, knowledge systems, decision support

systems and so on, proving a general basis for a decision. But, the final decision in

both bad and good is affected by the gut feelings. Some persons let or want this to

happen more than others, and some have more of this capability than others.

Though, the findings from Müller and Turner (2007) showed that this competence

is less remarkable when compared to the project success. The only exception was

during the early phases when the feasibility study is conducted. As the
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intuitiveness can also be turned into negative under circumstances that would

require more structured and conscientious approach, project managers must be

really aware when it is appropriate and when not. (Müller & Turner 2007; 2010b,

38)

Müller and Turner (2010b, 19) have suggested the possible link between

Confucius’s four virtues and EI competences, where the first three (self-

awareness, emotional resilience and intuitiveness) would belong to group

“moderation”. This means the doctrine of mean i.e. nothing should be done by

going into the extremes. Authors are quite right, as all of the competences may

also have a negative effect when utilised wrong way or interpreted too much, as

stated already in discussion about intuitiveness above. E.g. too much self-

awareness could turn into self-centredness, and emotional resilience into

tolerating any negativity or even hurtful issues that would come up. The balance

and golden mean are what matter.

2.5.5 Interpersonal sensitivity

Interpersonal sensitivity refers to the level on which a person is aware of and takes

into account the needs and perceptions of others when making decisions and

proposing solutions. A leader, who has this sensitivity, builds from it and achieves

the commitment of others to decisions and actions. He reads from non-verbal cues

i.e. tone of voice, facial expressions and body language. Highly effective leaders

have this sensitivity which develops early on their life. According to studies, many

leaders are already aware of their abilities when they complete collage. (Müller &

Turner 2010a, 329; 2010b, 38)

As already emphasised, leadership skills can be learned, but this interpersonal

sensitivity tends to be more of an inner characteristic. It can be learned for sure,

but some people have it more than others already before their project leader

career.
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Lack of interpersonal sensitivity may lead to hurtful interactions (Müller & Turner

2010b, 39). McManus (2010, 9) underlines that primary cause of interpersonal

difficulties is the lack of empathy of a project leader. It leads into poor

performance, project derailment and problems with client and stakeholder

relationships. As mentioned above empathy is related also to other competence

fields, starting from self-awareness, and plays thus an important role in EI skills.

2.5.6 Influence

Influence is leader’s capability of persuade others to change a viewpoint by

providing a rationale for change. This is done through understanding his own

position and recognising the need to listen to others perspective which are then to

be influenced. It can be described as a synergetic effect between self-awareness,

interpersonal sensitivity and knowledge about validity of different action in a given

situation. Influence is being practised by being persuasive and managing emotions

of others towards a desired outcome. A project leader may use his formal power to

influence followers or stakeholders to make them listen, tuning then their

emotions, conveying his own position on an issue, and appealing to the rationality

of a given solution. This all can be mirrored against Aristotle’s process of pathos,

ethos and logos represented earlier. (Müller & Turner 2010a, 329; 2010b, 40)

The role of a project manager may often be a bit complicated as they have to

operate with cross-functional teams without a straight supervisor role over the

followers. According to Müller and Turner (2010b, 40) the formal position helps in

making people listen, but also the above mentioned EI characteristics matter.

Leader’s ability to control his own feelings i.e. both self-awareness and emotional

resilience, help to gain the trust and respect among followers. Of course, also

interpersonal sensitivity and empathy help to adjust the tone into right way. This

results in easier influence as the team is more receptive. (Müller & Turner 2010b,

40)
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2.5.7 Motivation

Motivation is a complex psychological phenomenon that is a sum of motivators

and demotivators (Makilouko 2003, 79). Transformational leadership theory

represented above builds on the motivational factors as the leader should

encourage the followers in order to increase commitment and productivity. A

person who is motivational leader has the drive and energy to achieve clear

results and impact (Dulewich & Higgs 2005, 112). Motivation has two important

dimensions: internal motivation i.e. leader’s own performance, and the capability to

motivate others in their performance. (Müller & Turner; 2010b, 41)

Motivation is really powerful factor, and so is the demotivation. Sometimes people

who are demotivated may even willingly hinder the operation of the company

(Makilouko 2003, 79). Thus, this competence, the ability to motivate others, and

stay motivated to achieve the set targets is really important for successful projects.

Makilouko (2003, 84) emphasises that the motivation is the most difficult issues in

multicultural teams, which are discussed later. He says that as the teams are from

really different backgrounds, people are not motivated by the same issues e.g.

salary, vacations, health care or other benefits. Thus, multicultural environment

requires really good motivational leader in order to have successful project.

Motivation, in addition to interpersonal sensitivity and influence, has been

categorised under “relationship” virtue of Confucius in Müller and Turner (2010b,

19). It is for certain the right way to describe these competences. All of those three

EI competences have everything to do with people and relationship issues as the

discussion and definitions above states.

2.5.8 Conscientiousness

Conscientiousness describes the project leader’s ability to display clear

commitment to a course of action when facing challenges, and to match words

and actions in encouraging others to support the chosen direction. This kind of

leader shows personal commitment to pursuing an ethical solution to a difficult
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business problem (Dulewicz & Higgs 2005, 112; Müller & Turner 2010a, 329).

Project leader needs this for variety of things, such as paying attention to the

details when planning and executing the project tasks, establishing team morale

and showing ethical behaviour, and importantly, being committed to deliver project

outcome no matter what difficulties faced. (Müller & Turner; 2010b, 40)

Müller and Turner (2007) found that conscientiousness is a key competence for

project manager. There was shown a clear correlation between project manager’s

conscientiousness and project performance across all high performing projects

regardless which the project phase is. What comes to the interrelation between

Confucius’s four virtues and EI competences, conscientiousness has been

categorised to reflect mostly “values”. Again, Müller and Turner (2010b, 19) have

nailed it as the competence describes how a leader follows his own values in his

work under any circumstances and obstacles faced.

3 MULTICULTURAL PROJECT ENVIRONMENT AND
LEADERSHIP

In addition to the situational factors mentioned earlier, leadership is always

affected by the traditional business environmental factors known from PESTEL

model: political, economical, socio-cultural, technological, environmental and legal.

As the name already tells, socio-cultural dimension keeps inside really important

factor affecting the way of making business: culture. In leadership literature culture

is defined as “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the

members of one human group from another” (Makilouko 2003, 17). In other words,

culture is a patterned way of behaving, thinking, and communication. It is tightly

tied to human psychology, the basic structure of which consists of values, beliefs,

needs and cognitive processes. In the traditional iceberg model (Figure 3), the

above mentioned features are the underlying ones below the surface in the minds

of people, as the visible aspects of culture are symbols, behaviour and the heroes

of the culture. (Makilouko 2003, 19)
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Figure 3. Iceberg model of culture (modified after Makilouko 2003, 20)

Culture forms an important and interesting field for leadership studies as it has a

lot to do with people and their behaviour. Power and influence of project

leadership are never deployed in cultural vacuum. Ng and Walker (2008) mention

that there is a lot of literature defining traits of people based on their national

cultural upbringing e.g. Hostede 1980, 1991; Hostede et al. 1990; Trompenaars,

1993; Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 2004. Hofstede’s model is well-known

around the world, and it has explained the differences in culture successfully over

20 years.

Many authors who have examined the project leadership have delimited cultural

dimension out from their research scope. For example the main leadership

framework is in this thesis is based on studies made by Müller and Turner (2010b,

58) who mention that the culture as subject is very broad and that it goes beyond

boundaries of their book “Project-oriented leadership”. Though, they have done

other studies, of which at least one publication includes cultural aspects: Müller &

Turner 2007. Authors emphasise two main issues about cultural things. They say

that different cultures assign different weight to the importance of project success

criteria, and that project managers working in their home country are more

successful with their projects than those working abroad or as expatriate. (Müller &

Turner 2010b, 58) Though, many project managers work nowadays from their

home country but with an international team which can be located physically
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around the world. This point has been excluded from summary that Müller and

Turner (2010b, 58) present.

McManus (2010) has written whole book about “Leadership – Project and human

capital management” but when trying to find whether cultural perspective has been

taken into account, there can only be found one short chapter about organisational

culture (McManus 2010, 84). It is thus important to define which kind of culture is

under investigation – national or organisational. Both are affecting but have

different aspects: organisational can be learned while national is usually the one

which we are born with. Organisational culture is important to understand, and

how to act within it, being a crucial skill for project manager trying to achieve

strategic goals for their projects (McManus 2010, 84).  McManus (2010, 85) states

that project manager’s success will depend on greater extend on that together with

understanding the power bases within the organisation. For to be able to do this,

author suggest that leader must ask question: “What is the content of interpersonal

interaction and sources of power in the work environment?” (McManus 2010, 86).

As can be seen, this relates again to topic represented earlier, emotional

intelligence, which enables leader to recognise these underlying cultural themes of

organisation and humans working there.

In addition to McManus’s perspective of culture, there are other areas or views of

culture to take into consideration. In management field, the culture is manifested in

four key dimensions according to Lasserre (2007, 303): corporate culture, industry

culture, professional culture and national or ethnic culture. Corporate culture is the

accumulated assumptions, values, beliefs and behavioural norms resulting from

the history of the company, the existing and past leadership imprint, its ownership

structure and from its size. Industry culture on the other hand is any rules derived

from the professional norms of a particular industry e.g. heavy manufacturing,

services, oil and gas etc. Then, there is professional culture which is derived from

the training and professional norms of different functions within corporations:

researchers, production personnel, accountants, sales and marketing etc.  The

last one on Lasserre’s (2007, 33) list, national culture is the most important one

behind how people act. According to Makilouko (2003, 25) it is derived from the
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national, religious or ethnic origin of citizens or social groups. Broad differences

separate some national cultures, while some are closer to each other. National

culture has many layers or levels: regional, religious, linguistic, ethnic, gender,

generation, social classes and various organisations. Business leadership can be

kept as one layer of national culture, and it may be different from other layers.

Even though handled as one unity here, national business culture may differ due

to the companies having different behavioural norms. This is called organisational

culture according to Makilouko (2003, 25). His definition is similar to the one of

McManus (2010, 84), and can be parallel with the definition of corporate culture of

Lasserre (2007, 303).

Although organisational culture is affecting how people work, the main focus in this

thesis from cultural perspective is kept on the Chinese national culture. As already

mentioned, the Confucian culture lays under the way of making business in China.

This theme is gone through in the following chapters. Later, the multicultural

leadership model is represented, and discussed how it reflects the emotional

intelligence skills needed in Finnish-Chinese context.

3.1 Chinese culture and its effect on business

China as the world’s largest state in the world measured in land area has long

historical roots back to agriculture-based society 5000 years ago. It is an isolated

country; cut off from other nations by a cast ocean to East, jungles to the South,

towering mountain ranges to the West and freezing steps to the North

(CultureActive 2014). Because of this, China hasn’t formed deep relationships with

distant countries, and the culture has formed unbrokenly throughout the centuries.

Business-wisely, the closed market became more open for foreign companies

during the last two decades of 20th century, as there was time of economic

revolution. China represented open door policy for foreign businesses in 1978, and

underwent a dramatic but pragmatic reform process to achieve the Four

Modernisations: of industry, agriculture, defence, science and technology. Even

though there has been going on the time of great economic revolution, there is still
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a strong need for understanding Chinese management practices and the reasons

behind them. China has a long history of “Middle Kingdom” heritage which means

that Chinese purview on change is extensively long-term oriented. Utmost

important is to understand the meaning of Confusius (551-479BC), as already

mentioned earlier. The Confucius four virtues play significant role in Chinese world

view, guiding their thinking and behaviour. The longevity of Confucianism has

successfully guided Chinese empire through its dynamic history within changing

global context. (Chatterjee & Nankervis 2007, 30) There are also other significant

orientations and political tendencies which have affected the culture, e.g.

Marxist/Lenist ideology under Mao Zedong’s leadership, but due to the nature of

this thesis, these aren’t discussed detailed here.

3.2 Values and core beliefs of Chinese culture

Each human being has a separate, distinct cultural profile consisting of three

elements. The basic layer of inherited instincts varies little from one cultural group

to another. The middle layer – that acquired through the teaching and

"programming" of a nation state or cultural group – will differ markedly from the

tenets held by other cultures, but the individual will tend to conform dutifully within

his/her own society. The third (top) layer of individuality will complete the cultural

profile. No person behaves in an identical manner to another. The values and core

beliefs of Chinese people can be seen in Table 9 below.
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Table 9. Values and core beliefs of Chinese. (CultureActive 2014)

From the above mentioned, in category “learned” are the “no losing face” i.e.

mianzi and guanxi which affect remarkably the way of making business on daily

basis. They are introduced in following chapter 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Social status, dyads and hierarchy

All societies place people into strata, such as social classes and castes, what also

concerns China. People may be divided into “haves” and “have-nots” in economic-

oriented world, but other feasible criteria can be based on birth or education, even

in the absence of obvious wealth or income criteria. Interdependent Chinese keep

the class for a stratum not only for oneself, but also as the marker for one’s family,

relatives and kinship clan. (Usunier & Lee, 2005, p. 53)

In recent years status has been accorded in relation to one’s position in the

Communist Party, but the concept of elderly leaders still prevails. As reforms

effected on Chinese business culture, status through entrepreneurial and

administrative competence have increased. (CultureActive 2014)
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Confucianism teaches that people are not equal, that they play different roles in

society. People are also regulated by specific relationships that dictate their

obligations toward other people. When the Chinese are engaged with Westerners,

they will act in accordance with these ancient tenets. It is important to remember

that because of this they do not have “free hands.” The basic tenets of Confucian

thought are obedience to and respect for superiors and parents, duty to family,

loyalty to friends, humility, sincerity and courtesy. In the Chinese society, the

socio-cultural notion of dyads is fundamental. The Confusian five relationships i.e.

specific dyads indicate the types of relationships necessary to maintain the

harmony (Figure 4). They are ruler to people, husband to wife, parent to child,

older to younger and friend to friend. From these, the ruler and subject –

relationship is the one related to business life. According to Confucius, the ruler

commands absolute loyalty and obedience from his people. They can never to

question his directives or his motives. In return, the ruler is to be wise and work for

the betterment of his people. He should always take their needs and desires into

account. In the world of business, ‘ruler’ is replaced by ‘boss’ and ‘people’ by

‘employee’. (Chatterjee & Nankervis 2007, 47; CultureActive 2014; Fan 2000, 4)

Figure 4. Confucianism’s Five relationships. (CultureActive 2014)

According to Chatterjee and Nankervis (2007, 47) the administrative structure and

the role of bureaucracy are derived from Confucian notions of the ranked nature of

social order. Everyone is fitted into a very complex system of superiors and

subordinates based on the hierarchical cultural notions of social order. Thus, the

hierarchy in China isn’t a clear concept for foreigners.
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3.2.2 Communication, guanxi and mianzi

Communication refers to the transmission of information and interactive sharing of

messages and their meanings. In China, the closed, hierarchical and top-down

approaches to communication of conservative and centralized political system,

and the more open and participatory approaches of reformist and liberalizing

market economy represent paradoxes in the communication management.

(Chatterjee & Nankervis 2007, 49)

Communication can be divided into two categories according the characteristics of

the culture: high-context and low-context culture. In a low-context environment,

information and communication is mainly based on explicit, facts, statistics and

details. International business communications present in general low context,

assuming that all the required information is shared. In high-context culture, most

of the information is conveyed through the context of the situation. It means that

speaker’s status, social context, metaphors and anecdotes have a huge effect on

communication. Also silence carries a message and meaning in high-context

culture. China belongs to high-context group as most of the Asian countries what

can affect negotiations and other communication situations while doing business.

These highly contrasted communication styles of Western and Chinese mean that

all areas of communication in international business relationships are potentially

problematic when seeking to build cross-cultural understanding. (Chatterjee &

Nankervis 2007, 49; Sainio, 2008)

An utmost important issue in the social and psychological nature of Chinese

culture is called guanxi. It refers to a reciprocal connection between two

independent individuals to enable bilateral flow of personal or social transactions.

In other words, it means linking to people in a relationship of mutual dependence.

Both parties get benefits from the transaction which assures the continuity of such

a relationship. Reciprocal gifts are seen as social investment, not as bribery, but

problems may arise if Chinese think the gift is too small or too large. The high

context characteristic links with the ones of guanxi shaping the nature of Chinese

communications and interpretations in complex manner. Guanxi relationships may
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vertically or horizontally form really complex social guanxi networks in which

individuals from various societal spheres are being connected. A person who isn’t

in regular contact with the Chinese remains totally outside the guanxi system.

(Chatterjee & Nankervis 2007, 44, 49; CultureActive 2014)

Chatterjee & Nankervis (2007, 45) emphasise another remarkable part of

communication culture in China - “saving face” i.e. mianzi. It means the need to

avoid public embarrassment by no directly criticizing, ridiculing or insulting

superiors or subordinates. Chinese people try in all matters avoid losing their face

which may cause difficult situations in business life. Face is serious business and

those who want to live, work, or do business in China, must take this point into

account. Following list summarises the main characteristics of mianzi:

· Together with money and power mianzi is one of three key motivators that

govern behaviour in China today;

· A public insult, chastisement or similar affront to personal dignity results in loss

of face;

· Rescinding an order can also be construed as a loss of face;

· Losing face is justification for retaliation;

· Organisations have face too;

· Chinese spend far more time thinking about face, an see its relevance in far

more situations than foreigners do;

· Things that make others look up to you, or envy you, also confer face on you;

· Face is so important that it is justification for spending money even is a

Chinese person has little of it (Seligman 1999 cit. Chatterjee & Nankervis 2007,

45)

3.2.3 Concept of time and handling the tasks

Due to Confucian culture China represents long time horizon (Hofstede et al.

2010). Usually the use of time is very punctual. Chinese people have a keen

sense of the value of time. Thus, they always apologize taking up someone’s time.

They tend to arrive rather 15 minutes early than late for to finish the business
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before the time appointed for the discussion. Time for social bonding must be left.

(CultureActive 2014)

Chinese do not have the linear concept of time, compared to many Western

people who like to list their daily tasks in sequential form, and complete one task

fully before going on to the next one. An example of this kind of linear time concept

can be seen below in the Figure 5. (CultureActive 2014)

Figure 5. Linear concept of time. (CultureActive 2014)

Chinese as reactive people prefer to put the same tasks in a kind of pool and walk

round it for some time before doing anything at all. When they have made their

major decisions, they then drop some tasks as unnecessary (BCE) and

concentrate on others (AFD) in random order, moving forward on all of them

during the day. There may also come up a new idea (G) which is attended to the

cycle (Figure 6). (CultureActive 2014)

Figure 6. Chinese concept of time and task handling. (CultureActive 2014)

https://secure.cultureactive.com/images/expand/Time_Reactive.gif
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As the Finnish people tend to follow more the linear concept of time, there may be

contradictions in project management because of the different views of handling

tasks.

3.3 Hofstede’s dimensions of Chinese culture

One really popular theory of describing the cultural differences is Geert Hofstede’s

model, which was originally represented 1980 in “Culture's Consequences:

International Differences in Work-Related Values”. He analysed a large database

of employee value scores collected within IBM between 1967 and 1973. The data

covered more than 70 countries, from which Hofstede first used the 40 countries

with the largest groups of respondents and afterwards extended the analysis to 50

countries and 3 regions. (Hofstede Centre 2014; Hofstede 2014)

At that time, the model had four main dimensions represented in Table 10 below.

According to Müller and Turner (2005, 54) these are related to the parameters

determining styles of managers in the style school and in path-goal theory.

Table 10. Hofstede’s four cultural dimensions. (Müller & Turner 2005, 54)

A fifth dimension into model was added in 1991 based on research by Michael

Bond, supported by Hofstede, who conducted an additional international study

among students with a survey instrument that was developed together with

Chinese professors. That dimension, based on Confucian thinking, was

called Long-Term Orientation (LTO) and was applied to 23 countries. In 2010

research by Michael Minkov extended the number of country scores for this

dimension to 93. The dimension was then changed to be named Pragmatic
versus Normative (PRA). (Hofstede Centre 2014) There has also been added
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later sixth dimension, but that will not be gone through in this thesis, as the first

five dimensions are the most remarkable for the study here.

The first cultural dimension, power distance (PDI), can be defined as the extent

to which less powerful members of society accept and expect that power is

distributed equally. That effects on both the less powerful members and the less

powerful members of society. China’s PDI score 80 is significantly high compared

to the one of Finland’s 33 (Figure 7 below). This means that there is very high

level of inequality of power and wealth within the Chinese society. In Finnish

thinking, there is more equality, and smaller gap between different social groups.

According to Hofstede this condition in China is rather accepted by the society as

their cultural heritage, not forced upon the population. The subordinate-superior

relationship tends to be polarized and there is no defence against power abuse by

superiors. Individuals are optimistic about people’s capacity for leadership and are

influenced by authority and sanctions. (Mooij 2004, 34; Hofstede Centre 2014;

Hofstede et al. 2010)

The second dimension, individualism (IDV) vs. collectivism describes

expresses the degree to which the less powerful members of a society accept and

expect that power is distributed unequally. In individualistic cultures values are in

the person and people want to differentiate themselves from others. On the

contrary, in collectivistic environment identity is based on the social network to

which a person belongs. The rank of China is 20 compared to 63 of Finland

(Figure 7 below). This may be attributed, in part, to the high level of emphasis on a

Collectivist society by the Communist rule, as compared to one of individualism.

The low individualism ranking is expression to a close and committed member

group, which means a family, extended family, or extended relationships. Loyalty

in a collectivist culture comes always first. The society fosters strong relationships

where everyone takes responsibility for fellow members of their group.

Commitment of employee to the organisation is low, but not necessarily to the

people in the organization. Relationships with colleagues are cooperative for in-

group people but they are cold or even hostile towards out-group people. Personal
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relationships prevail over task and company. (Hofstede et al. 2010; Hofstede

Centre 2014; Mooij 2004, 34)

The third dimension, masculinity (MAS) vs. feminity, refers to the distribution of

emotional roles between the genders which is another fundamental issue for any

society to which a range of solutions are found. Dominant values in masculine

society are achievement and success, while in feminine culture caring for other

and the quality of life. China has got the rank of 66 which means according to

Hofstede that it is a masculine society – success oriented and driven. On the other

hand, Finland has the rank of 26, thus countries differ quite a lot again here,

Finland being more feminine (Figure 7 below). The need to ensure success can be

exemplified by the fact that many Chinese will sacrifice family and leisure priorities

to work. Leisure time is not so important. Another example is that Chinese

students care very much about their exam scores and ranking as this is the main

criteria to achieve success or not. (Hofstede et al. 2010; Mooij 2004, 35) Though,

Fan states that Chinese culture cannot be said either masculine or feminine but it

emphasises the unity of both. (Fan 2000, 6) Again, statements of these

publications are a bit contradictory.

The fourth one, uncertainty avoidance index (UAI) refers to extent in which a

culture programs its members to feel either uncomfortable or comfortable in

unstructured situations. Unstructured situations are unknown and surprising i.e.

different from usual. Cultures that score high in this dimension, try to minimize

such situations by strict laws and rules, safety and security measures. In religious

and philosophical level, people in this kind of culture belief in absolute Truth and

use it for to minimize uncertain situations; 'there can only be one Truth and we

have it'. China’s score for this index is 30 as Finland has 59 (Figure 7 below). So,

according to this, Chinese people tend to have less ritual behaviour, be more

result than process oriented, value generalists and common sense, have as few

rules as possible and adopt innovations early. (Hofstede et al. 2010; Sainio 2008)

Finnish people have high uncertainty avoidance with high importance of rules and

regulations. But some criticism can be said about the Chinese rank and
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explanation of Hofstede. Other sources, e.g. Fan (2000, 6) state that China is a

high uncertainty avoidance country, so the results are a bit confusing.

As the fifth dimension was originally named long-term orientation, Pragmatic vs.
Normative (PRA), which describes how people in the past and today relate to the

fact that so much that happens around us cannot be explained. In cultures with

pragmatic orientation, most people don’t have a need to explain everything, as

they believe that it is impossible to understand fully the complexity of life. This

dimension is related to LTO perspective. Long term orientation in China is based

on Confucian principles. Long-term oriented societies foster pragmatic virtues

oriented towards future rewards, in particular saving, persistence, and adapting to

changing circumstances. Short-term oriented societies foster virtues related to the

past and present such as national pride, respect for tradition, preservation of

"face", and fulfilling social obligations. China scored 87 in this dimension, which

means that it is a very pragmatic culture (Figure 7 below). Finland on the other

hand scored 38, being more normative culture meaning that most people there

have a desire to explain as much as possible. Normative people also have focus

on achieving quick results. In societies with a pragmatic orientation, people believe

that truth depends very much on situation, context and time. They show an ability

to adapt traditions easily to changed conditions, a strong propensity to save and

invest, thriftiness, and perseverance in achieving results. (Hofstede et al. 2010;

Hofstede Centre 2014)

Figure 7. Chinese vs. Finnish ranks in the five cultural dimensions of Hofstede. (Hofstede et al. 2010
cit. Hofstede centre 2014)
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3.4 Multicultural leadership model

As leadership is about directing behaviour of people towards certain goal, it is

obvious that learning from different cultures improves leadership. As behaviour

expresses the values, beliefs, needs, cognitive processes and the conflicts

between various levels, understanding these cultural characteristics will help in

making the right decision about leadership style to be used. Though, the process

of learning about other cultures and how to lead multicultural teams isn’t an easy

task. It is also a wrong understanding that fast manager rotation between different

countries helps to build cultural competence. A good leader should make huge

amount of observations and assess these observations in an objective way. But,

as this is often impossible, people should at least try to engage in interaction from

other cultures to learn how the communication should be done, how different their

thinking is, and how people perceive different things and situations. This for sure

brings up mistakes in social situations but those are good for learning. Another

way of learning is to read culture related books and articles which may help in

creating conceptual understanding of cultural issues. This process to become a

leader being capable of understanding multicultural working environment isn’t easy

and fast, as can be seen from the Figure 8 below. It will happen in stages.

(Makilouko 2003, 34)

Figure 8. Cultural learning curve. (Makilouko 2003, 35)
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The most important phase is to get over the understanding culture –step to be able

to integrate people from different backgrounds into cohesive team. This step-by-

step model can be used in cross-cultural learning. First, the goal is to learn to

understand each other, then move on to conflict resolution, and finally moving to

how to create innovation and use the cultural differences for creativity. (Makilouko

2003, 35)

Makilouko (2003) has studied different multicultural leadership styles among the

Finnish companies and project leaders. He found three major strategies which are

used to manage cultural diversity in project teams. The strategies are cultural

ethnocentrism, synergy and polycentricism. These are related to the learning

curve stages as Figure 9 represents. The Figure 9 has been modified from

Makilouko’s figure as there seemed to be a mistake: curious sojourner was

originally under cultural polycentrism while it should be synergy as being the next

level in the learning curve after ethnocentrism. In addition to these above

mentioned strategies, Makilouko (2003) also brings up geocentricism. It means

distinctive corporate culture throughout the world in a certain company and is

really difficult to achieve. Usually, the attempts to create corporate culture fall short

as Makilouko (2003, 86) has stated. He says that people are mainly members of

their own nation, family and other groups of people, what reinforces domestic

culture and is in conflict with the corporate one (Makilouko 2003, 86). It is very

unlikely in real business life to have geocentricism really happening, and thus it is

not discussed here. This thesis deals with the cultural differences and leadership

challenges existing in a case company, assuming that there really are differences.
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Figure 9. Multicultural leadership styles. (modified from Makilouko 2003, 88)

3.4.1 Ethnocentric leadership style

As the first assumption in learning curve of cultures represents, person in that

stage thinks people are alike and doesn’t want to see cultural differences at all.

This is called ethnocentrism and the person could be named “local expert”, which

means that leader maintains his personal leadership style regardless of the team

members’ culture or the cultural mix in multicultural teams. The ethnocentric

leaders are culturally blind, ethnocentric or even having parochial attitudes, and

task-oriented leadership dimensions. Some people may even call this style

“international leadership”. Then, a personal style has by experience become

international and is kept as applicable everywhere. But, as it is known, no

leadership style is successful under all circumstances, and thus the above

mentioned international style doesn’t exist. However, ethnocentrism is the most

popular leadership style among the multicultural leaders. (Makilouko 2003, 85;

2004, 391) From this stage, managers all start their cultural learning and possibly

moving to the next levels later.

The main dimensions that ethnocentric leaders stand for are rational approach to

issues, careful and detailed planning of team work, controlling and supervising,

and they tend to have written notes about decisions and agreements. The first
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dimension in more detailed way has three main points that leaders express:

commitment comes from reasoning instead of relationships, rational approach

reduces cultural messages, and rational reasoning reduces cultural confusion and

mistakes. This approach is the only way to go when leaders have little or no

knowledge about different expectations of the diverse team members. Second

dimension about careful planning has two main objectives which leaders try to

gain - reduce cultural and communication mistakes. Planning can be everything

with detailed information about what to do and when, in addition to basic project

plan, which tends to be more general. Detailed planning provides benefits as

leader needs less understanding about the culture. The third and fourth dimension

are about controlling and supervising the project work in written form. It is needed

to follow that tasks are being done. Written form is a must to avoid confusions, e.g.

email is being used. (Makilouko 2003, 100)

The Finnish project managers in Makilouko’s (2003; 2004) studies that

represented this style considered Finnish team members to be superior in the task

context, and the other members of the team being inferior. Some of these leaders

saw more “Finnish alike” team members better, and trusted them more. Many

managers that Makilouko interviewed (28 out of 40) didn’t see themselves as

leaders, but as technical specialists, assistants for top management or handlers of

practical project matters. Some even clearly stated that they don’t believe in

leadership. In the studies made ethnocentric style was found regardless of

company, team, organisational position or cultures. (Makilouko 2003; 2004, 391)

From Finnish-Chinese point of view, this style can be very rude. It is because

ethnocentric leaders are very task-oriented, and Chinese are more relationship-

oriented as was discussed in earlier chapters about Chinese culture. Also the

rational approach for making business may be a source of conflict, as Chinese

have e.g. different time concept that isn’t rational one (chapter 3.2.3). The control

and supervision part may be though needed as Chinese are hierarchical, and are

used to having authorised person to tell what to do. To avoid ethnocentrism as

choice, project managers chosen to lead a project should be relationship-oriented
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as those ones tend to have a natural empathy towards other cultures (Makilouko

2003, 107).

3.4.2 Synergistic leadership style

When a manager develops his multicultural skills and turns to be more open, he

moves to next level of multicultural leadership strategy - synergy. Person

expressing this style can is “curious sojourner” (Figure 8 and Figure 9) which

means, that this person really is interested about other cultures and understands

that differences do exist. Cultural synergy means that leaders seek similar cultural

preferences among the team members related to team work. They try to use

leadership style that is relevant to cultural similarities. Most importantly, leaders try

to actively build personal relationships with the followers, indicating also

willingness to learn about other cultures. Synergistic leader tries to combine the

strengths of each culture and all the people in their team. This may lead to a new

and shared way of working together i.e. team culture that is unique and applicable

for that team only. (Makilouko 2003, 85, 89; 2004, 391)

The tasks that synergistic leader must take are developing a shared way of

working together, observing cultural differences and creating trust within the team.

These tasks are though interdependent and need to be done hand in hand. The

whole process of creating cultural synergy requires time and many steps along the

way. First thing that at the beginning of a project should be done is agreeing about

how the communication and other practicalities will be handled. Different cultures

have different ways of working which may cause conflicts. Scandinavian people

express high level of autonomy which is shown in delegation of decision-making in

projects. These leaders may assume that details of decision-making are known to

all team members, and don’t use time to explain them to followers. They tend to

make assumptions based on their own culture. But, if synergy is wanted to be

achieved, it requires active search for new alternatives how things will be carried

out in a manner that everyone can agree with.
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As it is much easier to observe cultural differences than similarities, this phase

should be done by discussing carefully with team members before any

misunderstandings appear. There is an obstacle in this that must be taken into

account – sensitivity to issues that has to do with people. Culture is part of

person’s personality. When talking about cultural differences, they often tend to

mean peoples’ personality, not culture. If leader rushes with this discussion and

doesn’t use enough time to really be aware of the cultural similarities, it leads to

ethnocentrism and failure. (Makilouko 2003, 93)

Trust can only exist in a positive team atmosphere. Creating trust comes through

generating good relationships what also improves communication. Leader takes

time to know the team members and tries to make a group of friends out of the

team. Synergistic leadership requires manager to adopt active style of leadership

rather than just delegate tasks, decision-making power and autonomy without any

second thought. Some cultures and team members prefer more autonomy but

some don’t at all, so leader must find out what is the situation. Active style in other

words means a lot of discussion and personal interaction with followers.

(Makilouko 2003, 93)

According to Makilouko (2003, 96) synergistic teamwork and leadership is much

easier when cultures are more similar. Though, he found in his research that in

Finnish-Chinese context synergistic leadership style really exists, although less

than ethnocentrism. Project managers categorised under synergy were aware of

different needs of autonomy, communication differences and Confucian

philosophy (chapter 3.2). The communication style that was circular and indirect

was evident of Confucianism. In Finnish-Chinese teams leaders indicated their

main task to be interacting with people i.e. leadership dimension focused mainly

on relationships. This tendency towards personal relationships with followers is

shown in improved communication and reduced amount of problems. (Makilouko,

2004, 391, 394) Thus, regardless of the huge cultural differences between China

and Finland, synergy can be found which results in successful project. Makilouko

(2003, 95) reminds though, that building synergy isn’t an easy task. It is difficult to

change how people think and act when there is simultaneous support for their old
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work habits from family, colleagues and other social groups within same culture

sharing values and beliefs (Makilouko 2003, 95). The change takes time, as

already mentioned, and within project context time scale is often too short for to

create synergy.

3.4.3 Polycentric leadership style

In the learning process of understanding cultures the third level is polycentrism.

Person on this stage can be called “integrator”, if he is using both synergistic and

polycentric styles together, or “initiator of structures”, if he is more task-oriented

(figure 7). In many situations, polycentric leadership style is the most effective.

Leaders who have been most satisfied with their team’s performance often

indicate polycentrism. The word itself means that leader tries to treat cultures with

respect and preserve people as they are in their teams. Leader must again learn a

lot of other cultures, and adjust his own leadership style according to different

cultural needs. There can be one style appropriate for all the cultures in a

particular team but more often many different styles are needed in multicultural

teams. This happens especially when the cultural distance of the people is wide. In

these situations, it is often most effective way to keep cultural groups as they are,

and treat them separately. Main reason for this is the fact that to get team

members learn carefully others’ culture would require time and face-to-face

contact. Often, team members are located even other side of the world which

prevents these. (Makilouko 2003, 119)

Polycentrism requires high level of experience in leadership and within

multicultural teams. As it is the final level of learning process, it is always preceded

by ethnocentrism and synergism. As ethnocentrism doesn’t involve understanding

of other cultures, also polycentricism gains advantages through lack of mutual

learning between team members about others’ culture. This helps in order to get

fast start, minimised confusion and better results in multicultural teams, in which

members come from really different cultures. The idea here is that the project

leader acts often as a link between the team members according to cultural
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division. Thus, he learns about cultures, but saves others time as they do not need

to do so. (Makilouko 2003, 119; 2004, 392)

Understanding other cultures is one of the most important characteristics of

polycentric leadership. In addition there are three other main areas of interest that

support this strategy: maintaining good relationships, delegating autonomy and

facilitating interaction. (Makilouko 2003, 120)  These dimensions can be seen from

the next Table 11, and are described more detailed below.

Table 11. Characteristics of polycentric leadership style. (Makilouko 2003, 120)

Learning and understanding requires empathy towards other cultures and towards

different people. This is often called open-mindedness and tolerance. Though,

polycentric leader doesn’t have to accept all the other cultures but it is enough to

just sympathise with members of other culture. Learning can also be really

stressful and uncomfortable, raising strong emotions. (Makilouko 2003, 122) All of

these features mentioned are related to emotional intelligence skills, and will be

discussed more in chapter 4.
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Team design is something that leaders in ethnocentric and synergistic styles don’t

do, but get it as given from higher level managers. In case of polycentrism, the

success of a project starts with the appropriate design of team with suitable team

members, and planning how the team works together. It is beneficial to choose

certain personalities and competencies to support multicultural work. Relationship-

oriented people tend to be more cultural empathy, causing fewer conflicts. But, if

there are other members in team from mastery oriented culture, these relationship-

oriented persons may slip into submissive team roles. Task-oriented people are

more easily causing conflicts but they work better in cultural environment having

hierarchical and mastery orientation within a team. Sometimes it is necessary for

leader to delegate his authority to followers. Often, this is if they are located 2000

km from each other or have really high-level skills and experience. If there are

mastery- and task-oriented team members in distributed teams, more attention

should be put into careful planning of intermediary goals and supervision.

(Makilouko 2003, 124; 2004; 392)

Good relationships and trust are really important in success of multicultural teams.

Thus, polycentric leadership also included open discussion for creating intra-team

relationships. As mentioned already, good relationships result in enhanced

communications that allows better coordination of work. Especially Confucian

philosophy emphasises good relationships, so this issue must carefully be taken

into consideration in Chinese context. Leader is mostly a master of relationships,

and secondly leader of the team work. (Makilouko 2003, 127)

Interaction facilitation is really important part of how to lead multicultural team in

successful, polycentric way. Leader seeks to facilitate the interaction between

followers. There may though encounter problems as people may have different

expectations for communication and organisation. In hierarchy and mastery-

oriented business environment team members want to direct their communication

to the management, often to the local line manager rather than to leader of the

multicultural team. Even when this tendency is tried to be stopped by asking them

directly contact the project leader, they may not change their behaviour. This is

because team members from these kinds of cultures don’t understand the concept
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of two managers: line manager and the project manager. Thus, project leader

should go through the line management or through top management, or the team

members should be placed under the leader of multicultural team. (Makilouko

2003, 128) This kind of challenge is really common nowadays as the teams are

globally spread, and it may be impossible to organise people into one organisation

without two managers. Suggestion that Makilouko (2003, 129) gives in order to

avoid conflicts is to get the team leader to travel constantly between the places,

make a very detailed communication plan involving the local line managers and try

to break the work into small parts which are easier to manage.

If there though will be conflicts, which are unavoidable into some extent during the

work, conflict resolution acts must be carefully conducted. Good leader is well

prepared into those situations to assure effective interaction facilitation. Conflicts

may arise from different issues, e.g. access to information, resources,

expectations, power and control etc, but usually the reason lays in communication

differences. Many times conflicts could be avoided with a proper cultural strategy.

(Makilouko 2003, 130) Thus, polycentric view of leadership helps to solve the

situation by acting the way team members in a certain culture would expect. For

example conflict handling preference of Chinese people is “avoiding conflict” by

withdrawing or “appeasement” by negotiating. They may also want to use a third

party negotiator who would intervene to solve the problem. Chinese want always

to maintain harmonious relationships by willing to give in their own demands.

Cultural difference in how to act in conflict situations is complicated matter. It is

common, that conflicts are not resolved or the other party achieves dominance

what is harmful for the teamwork and goal achievement. (Makilouko 2003, 132)

3.4.4 Multicultural leadership styles in Finnish-Chinese context

Makilouko (2003) has summarised the main findings of his multicultural leadership

studies in Finnish-Chinese business environment based on the above mentioned

strategy classification of ethnocentrism, synergy and polycentrism (Figure 10). He

emphasises that in this cultural context there is a complex leadership situation with

a strong Chinese and Confucian influence. As there has been found little synergy
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between cultures, the successful leadership relies more on team design than on

synergetic view. (Makilouko 2003, 154) Though, in Makilouko’s other publication

(2004) it became clear that both of these leadership strategies were found among

the research group, and that the ethnocentric view is still the most common even

though not recommendable. When discussing about the main characteristics of

Finnish-Chinese leadership environment, Makilouko (2003, 154) represents issues

related to both synergy and polycentrism, thus these are seen as the appropriate

leadership styles to be used in this context.

Some aspects of Chinese culture tend to make Finns stronger in their own

leadership orientation, e.g. emphasising more good relationships than they would

do in their own culture. Behind all the main characteristics and most important

aspects in Finnish-Chinese teams is the target of not losing the face i.e. mianzi,

which was discussed in chapter 3.2.2. People want to avoid unintentional insults

that might reduce the commitment and motivation of Chinese team members.

Following Figure 10 shows Makilouko’s (2003) findings of how leadership is

focused in Finnish-Chinese context. Most of the issues are already represented in

the earlier chapters, thus they aren’t discussed here in detailed. In the empirical

part of the thesis, the findings from the interviews will be reflected against this

model of Makilouko (2003; 2004) to find out whether similarities exists in

leadership style, behaviour and emphasis of project managers.
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Figure 10. Finnish-Chinese multicultural leadership style (Polycentric and synergistic) (Makilouko
2003, 163)

3.5 Emotional intelligence and multicultural project leadership

As the goal of this thesis was to find out how EI and multicultural leadership style

used interrelate in Finnish-Chinese context, role of EI in Makilouko’s (2003; 2004)

model also analysed. Although he doesn’t use straight the term “EI” itself, the fact

that emotional skills are needed becomes clear. When representing the polycentric

leadership strategy he mentions that there are three main characteristics that are

related to understanding cultures: cognitive complexity, emotional energy and

psychological maturity. Makilouko (2003, 123) sees emotional energy as a way of

handling the emotions in constructive way rather than negative way. As

multicultural learning process puts leaders often into stressful and uncomfortable

situations, which raise strong emotions, emotional energy helps to survive.

(Makilouko 2003, 123) This definition of emotional energy can be contrasted to

emotional resilience in the EI model above (chapter 2.5.3).

In addition, synergistic leadership style has characteristics which require project

manager to utilise emotional intelligence. Again here, leader must learn about
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other cultures what requires good relationships. (Makilouko 2003, 91) To be able

to create these crucial relationships, leader needs to have emotional capability and

interpersonal sensitivity, which was discussed in chapter 2.5.5.

As both synergistic and polycentric leadership style emphasise the meaning of

relationships and understanding of others’ culture, all the emotional intelligence

skills are needed. Interrelation between EI and multicultural leadership style will be

discussed more detailed in the next chapters, where the findings from empirical

study are represented.

4 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND MULTICULTURAL PROJECT
LEADERSHIP IN FINNISH-CHINESE MNC CONTEXT

4.1 Data collection and sampling

As mentioned in chapter 1.6.5., interviews were semi-structured by nature

(appendix A), and those were recorded and transcripted to ensure both reliability

and validity. There were done in total four project manager interviews, each of

which lasted approximately 1.5-2 hours. Interviews were done in Finnish language

to keep the situation more relaxed, enabling the interviewed persons to answer

with their native language. Thus, the transcripted version (60 pages) has been

written in Finnish, and the writer here has done translation during making analysis

in this part of thesis. Transcripted text has been at first coded with themes. Each

interview transcript has been gone through focusing on the main themes

emphasised. Quotations have been done as exact as possible with translation and

language differences. Interviews have been analysed one by one as the main

themes, and the focus varied slightly depending on the project manager. This way

it could be ensured that any important findings were not forgotten to be mentioned.

As all four interviews and the main findings have been introduced, the chapter

4.2.5. summarises the analysis of these points and compares the findings to

theoretical framework.
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Interviews were done in mid-December 2013 in a multinational technology

corporation. Due to confidentiality reasons names of the persons interviewed and

company information have been left out. Summary of interviewees can be found

below. It can be seen that the sample represents different experience categories,

and thus it provides wide perspective into project management even though there

are only four representatives.

Table 12. Summary of interviewed people.
Title / work

position

(December

2013)

Name Work

experience in

MNC (<5, 5-10,

10-15, 15>

years)

Project manager

experience (<5,

5-10, 10-15, 15>

years)

Date of the

interview

Ramp up

project manager

A 15> <5 4.12.2013

Production

development

project manager

B 15> 5-10 10.10.2013

IT and business

development

project manager

C 5-10 <5 12.12.2013

Ramp up

project manager

D 15> 10-15 13.13.2013

4.2 Findings from the interviews

In the following chapters the findings from the interviews will be introduced and

analysed one by one. Interviews were originally conducted different order than

theoretical framework here has been built; starting from how the interviewees see

project environment with Chinese, then discussing how they see themselves as

leaders, how they use emotional intelligence skills, and finally going through how

they see synergy between emotional intelligence and multicultural project

leadership style (appendix 1). This order was chosen to get easier starting point
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for discussion as people often feel inconvenient to talk about their own leadership

skills and style. Thus, the findings also follow the order of interviews.

4.2.1 Interview A

Project manager A has done co-operation with Chinese colleagues in a product

ramp up project. He sees that when doing business with Chinese way to

communicate and finding the right contact person are important:

“One of the most important things is the way to communicate and understand how

important in their culture is to create personal relationship so that they dare to be

uncertain and ask from you… And especially recognise the target person (main

player) with whom you must be able to operate in the wanted, confidential level…”

Chinese tend to avoid uncertainty and rely on these personal relationships

created:

“When you have created this personal relationship, you cannot take him into

situation where he will be having uncertain picture of himself within his

organisation. I cannot do it, the way I am communicating between two of us cannot

be done when there is third person present… If I do it, I will break the unspoken

personal relationship with him.”

Project manager A mentioned also that there are organisational structures of MNC

that may affect project success with Chinese, but due to confidentiality reasons,

these aren’t represented here. He handles the issues with Chinese differently

either in private or in group depending on situation.

“…It is related to issue what we are doing: if it is clear, we can in a group from their

side too handle it, goals and other issues. If it is very unclear, I cannot take this

issue into a group, must at first discuss with the main player what is his opinion

and try to figure out direction so that I can act in a more general level discussion

as they assume…”
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Interviewee A saw the importance of unspoken communication and emphasized

many times personal relationships and meetings when starting a new project with

Chinese.

“The attitude is that you must all the time read unspoken communication… my

own attitude is more careful with them, as I must read more of the unspoken

communication… I must create the atmosphere that now we are here to listen… In

that culture acts are not based on roles so much as person and personality, you

must have familiar relationship. It requires definitely face-to-face meeting. In that

culture there is a lot of social evenings and “Gam Beis”… it is nice manner but it is

difficult to say no.”

When discussing about the role between two cultures as project leader,

interviewee A described his role:

“It has been so that when you talk about project management or co-operation, my

way has been considerably so that when you know from history quite a lot of

entireties – at first, the group with which these are being managed is one man’s

group. Or two man’s group – I really don’t have any group.”

But when clarified that there might be experts who aren’t called as project team or

group, project manager A saw that he doesn’t have to be involved in between.

“…testing experts have been working straight with local people (Chinese)… Their

(experts’) relationships are even longer than my own…and there is sourcing and

so on… they are straight link to each other, doesn’t go anyway through me…”

This way of project leadership interviewee A has found important for maintaining

future perspective in business.

“…I myself have tried so that there is no project organisation or that kind of project

way but there is immediately the future way (process). That those process owners

and process responsible persons are working there. They have often those

relationships existing; they just continue those with new product.”

Again, project manager A brought up that there are difficulties in multicultural

perspective to be chosen between Finnish-Chinese, Finnish-American etc. project
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environment because of the historical and organisational reasons. But he

mentioned that relationships are what matter regardless of the cultural context.

When discussing about the chosen multicultural leadership style, success and

failure he mentioned:

“My way of working is that we plan together and then the implementation part is

really short and concise and quick, and those haven’t exactly gone into conflict,

they have already been recognised in the planning phase.

Whether things have gone right or wrong interviewee A senses it from silence:

“…with Chinese it is silence. If there are silences in a discussion, you know then

that there are some exclamation marks or question marks in the air that you

cannot leave it this way…”

Next, the personal leadership style was gone through. Project manager A

described himself as a leader following way:

“I myself am determined. I myself have a goal or vision how this should be done,

but whether it is theatre, acting or something, I know that I don’t get  most out of

people if I act too determined way…I may have huge contrast between these two

– how I act and think.”

Project manager A recognises how things should be done and adapts his own

behaviour accordingly even though is really goal oriented. As he also mentioned

that listening of people is needed. Thus maybe both democratic and autocratic

characteristics are involved (table 6):

“…maybe I am seemingly democratic, could be said, that it is related to history. So

that you have basic knowledge of those expertise areas that your view is probably

right at 80-90% level…”

When discussing about the six leadership styles after Goleman et al. (2002) -

visionary, coaching, affiliative, democratic, pace-setting and commanding - project

manager A recognised himself from all of these categories. As most important
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thing affecting the project leadership style chosen are timetable and initial data at

decent level – without that project manager A doesn’t start working at all.

Next part of interview was to talk about emotional intelligence. Findings and

interpretations are gathered as form of a table to conclude what characteristics

were found as typical for interviewee A, and how did he comment his own EI skills.

Table 13. EI skills of project manager A.
Emotional intelligence
skill

Stands for this
skill?

Interviewee A commented:

Self-awareness Yes “I can’t be threating or offensive,
otherwise trust will be lost…I must
work with myself to keep my
temper”

Emotional resilience Yes “I have all the time back up plan of
things…I don’t become slacked”

Intuitiveness Yes “I have exact plan in my head of
how details or how this goes…Do
you have “gut feeling”? Yes, there
isn’t so much such open space…”

Interpersonal sensitivity Yes “…we are all prisoners of our own
motives and always it goes
through recognising these
motives…”

Influence Yes “I want at first to understand
person’s motive to be what he is
or what he does, and then try to
affect his professionalism…”

Motivation Yes “I will be motivated when there are
clear goals, if those aren’t existing,
I will set them myself…others
through personal
relationship…beforehand I try to
engage people”

Conscientiousness Yes “I say straight immediately. I see
what it requires that this won’t go
this way. There may be starting
projects with unrealistic goals or
initial data…I stop that
immediately…”

These emotional intelligence skills were discussed against multicultural leadership

style in Chinese context. Project manager A commented which skills he finds

important:
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“Intuitiveness or awareness, especially through unspoken communication.” He

added about interpersonal sensitivity that: “even though I would think anything

about a person, I can’t open my mouth…it is leadership, you know the other

person, motives, priorities, you are interested about it and you are grateful about

his services and help. Many times I would be more straightforward but I can’t.

Project manager A stated that he must use EI skills by 100-percent in global

context. With Chinese people he found it more important than e.g. with Americans

who act straighter.

In addition it was discussed with project manager A how the project managers in

MNC are supported in order to utilise EI and multicultural leadership skills, and are

they selected according to their skills. He felt that real life learning and personal

capabilities are what matters in addition to training available:

“I have been myself in multicultural training but it didn’t give anything in my

opinion. Those are based more on that there are good facts how someone

works… but you don’t learn them anywhere else than in real situation…I see that it

is more related to personal characteristics how you lead people. Either you have

inner capability to put yourself into other person’s shoes and find that way

motivation and adapt yourself, you either have it or not.”

In case MNC, personal EI capabilities are not taken into account when choosing

the project managers according to project manager A:

“in our house, even though they talk about management or leadership, emphasis

is a lot on technical capability, but don’t understand that things happen in

psychological or emotional side and everything is related to engaging people

which you can’t get by technical expertise only.”

Project manager A gave suggestion that mentoring of potential leaders could be

used instead of training, so that more experienced project managers could share

their knowledge.
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4.2.2 Analysis of interview A

Project manager A has recognised the main characteristics of Chinese culture in

his work. He described quanxi and mianzi, which were represented in 3.2.2, even

though he didn’t mention these terms as such. Interviewee A brought up

importance of communication, interpersonal relationships between two, not

pushing Chinese into corner to lose their face that are typical in high context

culture as mentioned in 3.2.2. Uncertainty avoidance and group culture were also

mentioned, and those are related to Hofstede’s dimension UAI and IDV in chapter

3.3. Uncertainty avoidance has been found here typical for Chinese which

supports Fan’s (2000) findings against Hofstede’s ranking. Silence (chapter 3.2.2)

was also found typical for Chinese by project manager A.

Project manager A prefers working on his own as he mentioned “one man’s

group”. This refers to autocratic style in Table 5. On the contrary he told that the

experts can be straight contact with Chinese i.e. he gives autonomy. In addition

interviewee A told that he plans together with his team but execution is

straightforward which is in line with findings in Table 6 – leadership style being in

planning phase democratic and in execution autocratic. Thus project manager A

uses both styles hand in hand but his own ideology is more autocratic.

About his multicultural leadership style can be noticed that he has really taken into

account Chinese way of working and the cultural aspects, especially

communication and relationships. Project manager A adjusts his own leading style

accordingly. He didn’t see himself as a link between the teams, which is against

the polycentrism definition of Makilouko in chapter 3.4.3. It can still be said that the

multicultural leadership style used here is integrator inside the polycentric style

(Figure 9), as project manager A puts a lot of effort on building relationships and

delegates autonomy to experts (chapter 3.4.3). From his style can be found major

of the aspects that are mentioned in Figure 10. Team design is only one that in

case company project manager doesn’t have permit to do on his own.
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What comes to the emotional intelligence skills (chapter 2.5) project manager A

represents all of them quite strongly as can be seen from Table 13. He recognises

his own behaviour and observes others behaviour and motives. Intuitiveness helps

him to meet the set goals.

As a summary of interview A it can be said that polycentric and emotional

intelligence skills are here related to each other. This supports the theoretical

findings discussed in chapter 3.5.

4.2.3 Interview B

Project manager B saw the main difference in Finnish and Chinese project

environment in hierarchical issues, respect and title:

“...(in China) supervisor is listened in that way that his word is the law…Chinese

respect more strangers than maybe Finnish people. A Finn takes him more like a

person, and Chinese more as through title, position or something else.”

When going through how cultural issues affect a project and what kind of

challenges there has been, project manager B brought up that project success

attributes vary:

“Conflicts that I had were about timetable as person from opposite side had

difficulties to be in that situation in which timetable fails because technical solution

is unknown… for me, project context is more important than timetable… they don’t

want to see it (big picture). They want to operate in their own sandbox and do their

part…”

Another clear challenge with Chinese had been language:

“…there became misunderstandings because of language…and that is the reason

why in this project, in project meetings, they wrote memo. I think it was good way

to do, through that we understand what they understood…”
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In addition to these comments, project manager B brought up the same company

specific, organisational thing affecting projects with Chinese than also project

manager A did. Due to confidentiality reasons, it is not analysed here.

Interviewee B mentioned that he prepared himself working with Chinese by taking

a multicultural course, which happened to be luckily just at the beginning of his

project. He described how he had learned Chinese to be handled:

“concept “no”, that it is perhaps not existing. And decision making, they easily

move it to other person… Another, which relates to the course, you shouldn’t push

them into a corner... you should write it down to memo and next time return to it.

Almost always this issue has been taken care of after the meeting.”

Frustration clearly rises from silence which is typical for Chinese as mentioned in

chapter 3.2.2.

“…problems are more related to situations when some issue isn’t clear and they

don’t do anything: a)they don’t tell that they don’t understand b) they would try to

find some solution. I am annoyed of that kind of situation where people are quiet

and wait (things to go wrong)…”

Language barrier and communication are important issue which project manager

B mentioned again through an example:

“they were here (Finland) to learn, then we could do so that even though we were

sitting next to each other, we communicated with xxx (instant messenger) because

of this…and also because this project was technical, I didn’t have answers

immediately…”

He emphasised also relationships and face-to-face meeting when starting a new

project.

“We had kick-off, they came here (Finland)…it was quite early. Here, with Chinese

it is very important to know face-to-face. As it was really big project, it was very

important and worth of money event.”

Project manager B described his own role between two cultures:
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“I don’t want to adapt into their culture but I take it into account…”

This point emerged with a good example of how project manager B in reality is

thoughtful with other culture:

“One point that came into my mind…project name, it needed to be a star. I started

to look up some name of a star which would mean something positive for Chinese.

Name was the brightest star of Aquarius… star of spring and reborn for

Chinese…”

In addition to this, he told that he took a present for Chinese when visiting them.

As project leader, interviewee B lets his team members to co-operate straight

Finnish expert to Chinese expert. Important thing is to remember hierarchy:

“starting a project is under same laws (regarless of culture) but maybe working is

so that in China you must take into account the superior roles, in USA you don’t

have to…”

It was discussed how project manager B sees his own leadership style.

“…everyone can take part and say their opinion as I really don’t have a vision that

in my head there would be the one and only solution…often in discussions I notice

that I am silent long time, and see how it goes… when we brainstormed issues, I

said for certain many times “no, this is not how we do things”…but I don’t do it only

because fun of it but I always justify why it is not working…”

From the leadership styles visionary, coaching, affiliative, democratic, pace-setting

and commanding interviewee B saw himself as:

“Visionary in this project, a new testing concept was created. It was my thing, I

wasn’t in any terms pace-setting…if his would have been a copy project from

existing, there wouldn’t have needed visionary at all…”

Interviewee B told that he may adapt his leadership style if needed but he saw the

substantial side stronger.

“Team affects very much, which kind of people there are in it. I am not myself very

overly social…But I notice that with some people it is necessary to discuss

more…I am more like an engineer so that when project requires, I will do it (adapt
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into a situation)…I don’t want to create conflicts…but when we work in a company,

its issues are what you take care of and other things are secondary…”

Next part of interview was to talk about emotional intelligence. Findings and

interpretations are gathered as form of a table to conclude what characteristics

were found as typical for interviewee B, and how did he comment his own EI skills.

Table 14. EI skills of project manager B.
Emotional intelligence
skill

Stands clearly
for this skill as a
leader?

Interviewee B commented:

Self-awareness Yes “I say one bad word and then I do
nothing…I really know that
perfectly…”

Emotional resilience Yes “…I guess I have quite good
stress tolerance…”

Intuitiveness No “Hard to say…in my job you don’t
always have facts available…but
in my work there is the future
aspect…”

Interpersonal sensitivity No “I pay attention, but I might do so
that I don’t care what other
person thinks in a situation…”

Influence No “That’s a big one as I don’t have
any straight subordinates…only
what helps is emailing, discussing
and calling, arguments why you
search for answers…”

Motivation No (though is
himself motivated
by challenging
goals)

“I would like to say that even
going over the target” (as own
motivator)
“I am not myself in motivating
people…I am not a coach…”

Conscientiousness Yes “I don’t straighten the corners…
I stick to my own principles…”

After going through EI attributes, it was discussed how interviewee B sees synergy

between EI and multicultural leadership style. Remarkable connections weren’t

found here, as he emphasised more Chinese hierarchical thinking and

substantiality:
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“…you must put things more into paper, when they do tasks…maybe it is easier

for the Chinese as they respect their boss, so you just go through that boss and it

works, in my opinion Chinese environment is easier…”

Finally, project manager B commented that there is training available for both

multicultural working and leadership. He gave also MNC specific development

ideas which can’t be represented here due to confidentiality.

“I don’t feel that training is the problem but rather that we are lacking internal

project management guidelines or tools…training won’t reduce your information, it

motivates you. Rarely there will be new facts, but you need to refresh those. You

will get excited.”

4.2.4 Analysis of interview B

Project manager B described Chinese business culture and behaviour in

accordance with theoretical findings represented in chapter 3.2. Hierarchy and

titles are what matter the most in addition to respect for strangers what may be

derived from the Confucian principles (chapter 3.2.1) Different concept of time and

very punctual approach towards timetable also came up in interview B, which also

supports the findings in chapter 3.2.3. Project manager B told about

communication challenges, such as language barriers, concept of silence, and

explained how he has had to make Chinese to write memos in order to assure

understanding. This refers to dimension described in chapter 3.4.1 about

ethnocentric leadership style, in which project work is controlled and supervised in

written form.

Though, other aspects of multicultural leadership style which came up in the

interview don’t refer so strongly to ethnocentric style. Project manager B takes into

account Chinese culture very carefully. He has thoughtfully named the project after

Chinese beliefs. Leader doesn’t have to adapt into others culture but it is enough

to sympathise in order to be polycentric as was mentioned in chapter 3.4.3. Thus,

the style project manager B uses is polycentric with Chinese people. His task-
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oriented style of multicultural leadership could be categorised under initiator of

structures in Figure 9.

Democratic, listening and decision making capability are terms that can be used to

describe project manager B’s way of leading. He saw himself as a visionary (after

Goleman et al. 2002, chapter 2.4.2) as the project context strongly required it.

Interviewee B said straight that he is an engineer-type of leader to whom

company’s issues and tasks are what matters the most. In other words, he isn’t at

his own comfort zone when a lot of interaction with people is needed. These points

can also be seen from the Table 14. Project manager B has strong self-

management skills; he knows why he gets frustrated and how he operates then,

but when it comes to intuitiveness and people related factors (chapters 2.5.4-

2.5.7), there wasn’t found strong link. Interviewee B is though motivated worker,

who wants to go over the set targets and is conscientiousness in his work.

As the multicultural leadership style of project manager B is polycentric which

requires understanding of other cultures and other people by definition (chapter

3.4.3), the results here are a bit confusing. As on the other hand in EI

competences, it was shown that the self-management skills are strong but there

isn’t so much emphasis on the social categories. There is contradiction here, but

maybe the “engineer type” personality explains this as also in multicultural style,

more emphasis was found in task-orientation and achieving the goals. As a

summary, in interview B, there wasn’t found strong correlation between EI

competences and multicultural leadership style, even though some connection

exists. The finding differs from the theoretical discussion in chapter 3.5.

4.2.5 Interview C

Project manager C described Chinese in projects with following aspects related to

communication challenges which are quite similar to the ones that already two

other interviewees mentioned.
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“In Chinese culture, as I see it, they have the word “yes”. They cannot say that

they don’t know, as in Finland you can say that “I don’t know but I will find out”.

They will always say “yes”…they have this fear of losing face...”

Another thing she brought up was the importance of personal relationships and

impossibility of creating those face-to-face may affect project success.

“when projects are managed with video and emails, when there are no personal

contacts, which are the most important ones according to studies, and they don’t

know me, the response is really poor…we don’t have permit to travel, we need to

get cost savings…starting a project is really impossible without support from upper

level management i.e. forcing, what I feel personally stupid, as they (Chinese)

come then forced… When we didn’t get the travel permit, we got a permit to invite

few of them here (Finland) so after that we got things working…”

Troubles that she had in the beginning of a new project were related to

misunderstandings or disregarding of Chinese culture and hierarchy.

“Starting this project took several months, and it was a fault from our side, that we

started things wrong way as we should have from the beginning do things

differently and go through the management (in Chinese organisation). We went

there with Finnish way and it didn’t work at all...they don’t have power or guts to do

anything before somebody has told them to do so. On the contrary, in here

(Finland) we don’t have to ask permit from supervisor to do things…of course,

there is hierarchy in our organisation but it doesn’t matter so much…”

Later in the interview project manager C told that there are be organisational

issues that affect why cultural differences aren’t taken into account so much.

Another thing affecting is rush when starting new projects. These aren’t discussed

here detailed because of confidentiality.

Silence is aspect that also interviewee C has noticed in her work with Chinese:

“There won’t come up any specific conflict as they don’t show it… but when they

don’t do anything, and often that is what happens – then you know that something

is wrong, but you cannot locate where it is…”
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Next, it was discussed how project manager C acts as a leader between two

cultures.

“It doesn’t work that we do as in Finland, but on the other hand, Chinese aren’t

expecting that I could act as Chinese do, but you need to have something in

between, we have here some way to work but take into account the opposite part

also, in this case the Chinese way of working…I am myself very interested about

other cultures…I have two international degrees…but the deeper knowledge

would come if you could spend more time in a certain country…my team members

are in straight contact with each other. It is so much more efficient than if I would

be there in between…Project manager isn’t always an expert in particular area, so

the experts are in important role…”

Next part of the interview was to discuss about leadership and EI skills. As a

leader, interviewee C seems to be using different leadership styles according the

situation, context and team. She acts democratically but also takes responsibility

of doing things herself. In addition, project manager C saw her leadership style as

pace-setting and commanding in some cases if needed.

“…you have the team because there are the experts chosen and you will discuss

with them…there might be some projects where you are having good background

and knowledge, and then it feels like you could tell them that things go this way,

and this is what we are going to do… but you have the team and you must get

people involved…I will set the timelines and summarise things, so that this is what

we do and you will do this, you will do this, and so on…I will do a lot myself

also…if you know the team you are working with, you can be very relaxed. And

give them their own power. But stranger it gets, more bureaucratic it turns out…”

Following table below summarises the EI skills which project manager C

represents, including her own comments about EI capabilities.

Table 15. EI skills of project manager C.
Emotional intelligence
skill

Stands for this
skill?

Interviewee C commented:

Self-awareness Yes “Usually you notice if there is
something negative that is not
appropriate to show…”
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Emotional resilience Yes “at first it’s really hard (work
under pressure etc.), you will
lose good night sleep, but you
will get used to the fact that
people will judge you…more you
get age also in working years,
and more experience you gain,
more you develop in his area”

Intuitiveness Yes (but stronger
fact-based
decision making)

“More fact-based, but it varies
according to issue: less
experience you have, more you
lean into facts…but if you have
experience and don’t have data-
analysis but you know or can
forecast how things should be
done…”

Interpersonal sensitivity Yes “if you know the people, you
know how to approach them, and
notice if someone has a bad
day…”

Influence Yes “This comes through knowing
people…you know how to
approach and what works…with
one person you need to give the
other to talk, when with another
you must represent issues really
short and straight…when you go
further, e.g. to China, it is more
difficult”

Motivation Yes “Project must be interesting and
so that we reach goals – that is
what motivates me…”
“Many times people wouldn’t
have time to come, so I must go
to discuss with them and
persuade them to come…”

Conscientiousness Yes (feels
contradiction
between own
thoughts and
what is told to do
but acts as
expected)

“There may be some decisions or
orders that are difficult to explain
to your team…you can’t do
anything else than say that
leaders have told to do so…”

When discussing about synergy between multicultural leadership and EI skills,

project manager C told that she needs all these EI skills in multicultural

environment.
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“You need everything…but our way of working isn’t really interpersonal…it is more

faceless and not so closes…self-awareness and keeping your emotions in order,

with Chinese you are really formal and well controlled…”

Compared to other cultures, interviewee feels she must use different multicultural

leadership style with Chinese:

“With Americans you can be so called “normal way” as I am usually with Finnish

people…more freely than with Asian cultures, there isn’t such small talk or

joking…”

It was also discussed how project manager C sees mentoring as supporting

project manager’s work, she told that in case MNC such culture doesn’t exist.

“If you are yourself in a good relationship with a person who knows and tells things

willingly, then yes there is, but that kind of systematic way there isn’t. everything is

depending on your own relationships and own activity…There is one person who

has been working in China as expatriate, and he gives advices, but that is mainly

so that “what is your problem? Say the name of the person?” and he knows how to

influence them...”

Support from the organisation project manager C has had but there are things to

be developed in case MNC.

“Training is available but own activity is what matters. It won’t come as given but if

you want to participate, you must find it and go… but what they teach in a training

are only stereotypes and averages of what people are, there are of course

differences inside that culture…also organisational culture affects…as here we are

in an engineer, technology company, the approach is certain…in our firm it starts

from expertise (not leadership skills)… leadership or soft skills aren’t in any way

valued…”

4.2.6 Analysis of interview C

Project manager C has found the same typical characteristics in Chinese culture

as other interviewees A and B already mentioned. Communication challenges,
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importance of face-to-face meetings, business relationships, concept of silence

which all can be found from the chapters above (3.2) are aspects that interviewee

C brought up. She has been studying cultural differences, and is thus very aware

how the Chinese act and takes it into account in her leadership style. But still,

there have been troubles when starting the project due to organisational reasons.

As project manager C mentioned, she cannot act by Finnish style but neither by

Chinese style, and thus needs to adapt somehow in between. This way of leading

refers to synergistic style which was represented in chapter 3.4.2. Interviewee C

gives responsibility to the followers – she doesn’t always have to be a link in

between. She takes care of what other people think and feel, and adjust her own

leadership style with Chinese culture compared e.g. when working with

Americans. The style used here refers combining the both aspects - synergy and

polycentrism – being the integrator in Figure 9.

When discussing about project manager C’s personal leadership style in general,

she really expresses both democratic and autocratic styles (Table 5). It seems to

be context and team related choice of how she acts and delegates responsibility.

In addition interviewee C told that she can be pace-setting and commanding if

needed, so she has good adaptation capability.

In emotional intelligence competences (Table 15), project manager C has the

strongest fields in self-management skills and in social skills (described in

chapters 2.5.1). She trusts most to the facts and analysis, if available, but can use

intuitiveness also. Conscientiousness may cause grey hair, as in MNC there are

issues that are told be handled, which may not always be in accordance with

interviewee C’s own view. As a summary in this case multicultural leadership style,

as being both synergistic and integrator (Figure 9), and EI skills are interrelated.

This supports the theoretical findings discussed in chapter 3.5.
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4.2.7 Interview D

Project manager D has quite similar experiences of working with Chinese in

projects as other interviewees but with a bit different nuances. She brought up that

Chinese may have been adapting into Finnish culture in case MNC.

“…They have the concept of title (hierarchy) very important and as being a women

– there are some challenges. But in XX (MNC) they are used to that, especially the

ones who have been there longer time…it is always said about Chinese that they

cannot talk straight, and when you go there, it may be so that “normal” Chinese

cannot speak straight but I feel that these ones who have been long time in XX

(MNC), because of the Finnish management, they are used to say things straight

even though they would have sweat in their forehead…”

Interviewee D saw the communication, face-to-face meetings and relationships in

huge role.

“Communication is so that you must be careful how you put your questions, and

you need to interpret the answers. There must be put more attention to

communication…it is really important to see face-to-face. Very important. It feels

that they need to familiarize each other, and especially as a woman, so that you

get the respect and trust, you get it best face-to-face…you must first create the

relationship and trust.”

Project manager D is aware of the Chinese habits, and acts more prepared when

working with them.

“…no, there is certain distance (between people) and you don’t touch each

other…(tells a story from bowling evening)…their ramp up manager made strike,

and we both stood up and remembered these cultural discussions of not touching

– we both stood up, looked each other and yes, it doesn’t matter – then we

hugged like “wau”. It is not somehow so black and white as is said – of course you

must more read the situation, have more ability to make circumspect decisions

and more careful how straight…for example if you think you can be straight with

Americans, even extremely straight, they even like it – at the same time with
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Chinese you must be really careful about not making them losing their face. You

must be more careful in that straightness.”

Again, interviewee D mentioned the role of a woman affecting the business with

Chinese. When visiting China the opposite side had difficulties at first to

understand that female in Finland can be a respectful project manager and

operate at the same level with males. Later, these obstacles were beaten after

getting to know each other better, and nowadays Chinese colleagues are acting

with great hospitality towards project manager D. Due to confidentiality reasons

the given example isn’t represented here.

When discussing about multicultural leadership style, project manager D described

her role as:

“Preferably team members straight with each other (communicate). I don’t want to

be in any terms as a bottleneck and I want to empower the people to take

responsibility themselves…of course I am as a certain link and have the

responsibility that the whole entity works but I empower people with pleasure…if I

see that a person doesn’t take his responsibility, I will take the lead…”

Multicultural leadership style used with Chinese differs compared to the one with

other cultures, especially with Americans, according to interviewee D.

“With Americans you can be yourself, you don’t have to filter. I am myself really

straight which is very suitable for American culture…you don’t have to guess is it

really working, and what do they mean, and do they speak the truth, and do they

know or not…”

Next part of the interview was to discuss about leadership style in general and EI

skills which project manager D represents. Interviewee D had really good view of

what leadership means.

“Leadership I see as that the issues will be taken care of in the best way: people

are being motivated, to take responsibility, empower them, and get the best out of

people in a positive manner. Exactly that they want it themselves, want to develop,

and want to do best as possible…”
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Her own role is to be a democratic leader who doesn’t “micro manage” if not

necessary.

“I try to delegate and I want to delegate, usually I take the full responsibility when it

is really obligatory, when he can’t take care of that responsibility…but I won’t let

the person get out of the situation, I will help this person to learn that thing…I will

do it (decision) so that everyone will be heard. And always will justify why this

decision was made, I have always arguments…”

All the leadership styles visionary, coaching, affiliative, democratic, pace-setting

and commanding interviewee D recognised in her but those are very context

related. Another thing affecting the style used is the people and their capabilities.

In following table is represented a summary of EI characteristics which were found

typical for project manager D, and her own comments about these skills.

Table 16. EI skills of project manager D.
Emotional intelligence
skill

Stands for this
skill?

Interviewee A commented:

Self-awareness Yes “I’m working on this…When I
studied in Progress Coach-
training, I went through this
enneagram which is related to
knowing yourself…”

Emotional resilience Yes “I tolerate very well, I even miss
them (challenges, conflicts etc.). I
am such a person that I need to
be a bit in an uncertainty area”

Intuitiveness Yes “it is just the gut feeling – if I don’t
have it, I may not do anything
based on facts. So I need it also
to feel right.”

Interpersonal sensitivity Yes (though
context related,
less weight here
when in a hurry)

“I read people and I don’t. This is
related to my self-awareness,
when I am at my best I read
people…it is related to my own
strength level….”

Influence Yes “I have got positive feedback from
management that I get people to
do things. And from other sources
also…I can.”

Motivation Yes “Challenges (motive herself)”
“Some people are searching for
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secure, some need to have
challenges – there are different
types. For some you must give a
challenge and tell that this goes
fine. For some you must give
detailed advices…They will get
motivated as they can do it.”

Conscientiousness Yes “I stick to those (own
values&principles)…I have told to
a person who has pushed me that
I won’t do it. I have said no.”

After going through EI skills, it was discussed how project manager D sees the

synergy between these skills and multicultural project leadership style.

“I see that the self-awareness is really important. With Chinese especially

intuitiveness as you must guess so much what they are meaning and you can’t

read from their faces so much and you can’t trust their words…You can influence

Chinese by having certain education and competence. Influencing is about having

the respect…”

Also differences between cultural surroundings were gone through.

“…must concentrate in different way, it feels that all senses are very sensitive

when going to China, you must interpret the situation and what is being discussed,

you concentrate on several issues… With Americans I forget to interpret myself,

focus only on facts…you can without any troubles say straight…”

Finally, organisational support for multicultural project leadership and utilising EI

skills was covered. Project manager D felt that there isn’t so much weight being

put on these issues in case MNC. She recommended Certified Progress Coach-

training.

“I have been self-imposed in a project management training which was out from

XX’s (MNC’s) training scope...there was this kind of multicultural part – what is

important when working with other cultures…in our organisation they don’t

appreciate leadership skills…this is important subject… it is people that we are

leading here. Progress coach-training was really good... there you learn reasons

behind behaviour and motivations and how a certain type person takes some

issue when another one takes it differently…”
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4.2.8 Analysis of interview D

Project manager D described working with Chinese quite similar than other

interviewees – communication, face-to-face meetings and relationships being at

the centre of doing business. She told that the situation must be read more, which

refers to high-context culture (chapter 3.2.2). Project manager D mentioned also

Chinese fear of losing their face i.e. mianzi, which was represented in chapter

3.2.2. Though, she brought up also issues with a different perspective such as

how the organisational culture may have affected the behaviour of Chinese. As

here it seemed that Chinese may have adapted their behaviour according to

Finnish one, it has some link to synergistic behaviour similar to Makilouko’s

leadership style (chapter 3.4.2). But as the Chinese aren’t in this thesis the main

subject of the study, this point isn’t analysed here more detailed. Another

interesting point was that project manager D had faced the masculine oriented

culture immediately when visiting China. This supports the findings of Hofstede’s

(Table 10 and chapter 3.3) against the findings of Fan (2000). From the dyads the

husband-wife relationship (Figure 4) could be assimilated to man-woman, which

also supports the experience of interviewee D as being handled at first with

disrespectful mean as being a woman. These difficulties were though overcome

after getting to know each other better which refers again to the importance of

relationships and quanxi system (chapter 3.2.2).

Multicultural leadership style that project manager D stands for is both synergistic

and polycentric as she wants to empower people, give them responsibility but acts

also as a link between the teams. Interviewee D expects Chinese to adapt their

habits to suit more the Finnish project leadership style, what refers to synergistic

style of Makilouko’s model (chapter 3.4.2). But, she has learnt herself a lot about

other cultures so this characteristic doesn’t refer to the lower stages of cultural

learning curve (Figure 8). It can be said that project manager D utilises the best

practises from both synergistic and polycentric with relationship orientation i.e. is

an integrator (Figure 9).
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Project manager D delegates, empowers people and adjusts her own leadership

style according to the context. As already mentioned above in previous chapter

4.2.7, project manager D’s general leadership style is thus democratic. Interviewee

D also recognised all the different dimensions of Goleman et al (2002) in her own

leadership style, which tells that she is very versatile.

Project manager D has really strong self-management competences as she has

been working with these areas lately. All other EI skills are also strong, but as she

mentioned, when being in a hurry and under pressure, interpersonal issues are left

with less weight - task-orientation stands out then. As project manager D

expresses both integrator leadership style and emotional intelligence skills very

strongly, interrelation can be seen here. The finding supports the theoretical

findings discussed in chapter 3.5.

4.2.9 Summary of the interviews

Following Table 17 summarises the findings from the interviews. The main areas

of study i.e. multicultural leadership style and the EI skills can be found there. In

addition the general leadership style after Goleman et al. (2002) is mentioned as it

supported the analysis.

Table 17. Summary of the interview findings.
Interviewee General

leadership style
(visionary,
coaching,
affiliative,
democratic, pace-
setting,
commanding)

Multicultural
leadership style
in Finnish-
Chinese context
(Ethnocentric,
synergistic,
polycentric)

Strongest emotional
Intelligence skills
(self-awareness/SA,
emotional
resilience/ER,
intuitiveness/IN,
interpersonal
sensitivity/SE,
influence/INF,
motivation/MO,
conscientiousness/CO)

A all Polycentric
(integrator)

All

B Democratic,
visionary

Polycentric
(initiator of
structures)

SA, ER, CO

C Democratic, Synergistic & SA, ER, SE, INF, MO,
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pace-setting,
commanding

polycentric
(integrator)

CO

D all Synergistic&
polycentric
(integrator)

All (SE depending on
the context)

It was found from the interviews that the self-management EI skills were the strong

among all interviewees: self-awareness and emotional resilience (Table 17).

These belong to group moderation in four virtues (chapter 2.4). In that category is

also intuitiveness which divided interviewees into two groups of two project

managers: strong intuitiveness with visionary mind set (interviewees A & D) and

fact-based decision making (interviewees B & C). Interesting is that also general

leadership style divided interviewees into same two groups: A and D representing

all the styles while C and D representing only part of the styles. Everyone uses

democratic style at least in some stage of the project, which connects the project

managers. Whether it is a common way in case MNC or not cannot be said as the

sample is too small. Differences and similarities in EI and general leadership style

may be also related to personal characteristics, so more research would be

needed. Overall, it can be said that Finnish project managers seem to take

people’s opinion into account in their decision-making and put effort on

relationships. Thus, they represent the transformational leadership style with quite

strong EI emphasis as McManus (2010, 18) has stated in chapter 2.4.2., and also

support the findings of Makilouko (2004, 391, 394) in chapter 3.4.2. about

synergistic leadership style.

From the cultural perspective, when looking at the Finnish project managers, it

seems, that they are democratic as mentioned, have quite huge responsibilities

without someone monitoring all the time, and there isn’t a gap between male and

female project managers. When daily challenges occur, those can be handled

without management approval. Findings support the Hofstede’s scores for Finland

in chapter 3.3 and Figure 7, where Finland represents more feminine, more

individualism and lower power distance compared to Chinese culture. Finnish

project managers supported the theoretical findings about how Chinese behave

and work in multicultural project environment. Chinese have for example strong

group culture and decision-making, masculine values can be seen from the first
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meeting, hierarchy and title are very strong and meaningful, dual relationships of

Confucius matter, and so do the other values from ancient doctrines, and

communication with unspoken messages is utmost important. These aspects were

represented in chapter 3.2.

All of the interviewees represent polycentric leadership style attributes in their

behaviour towards other cultures. They have been prepared to operate with

Chinese either by learning themselves or participating to training. Project

managers in case MNC though don’t have possibility to choose their team

members on their own, the point which is against Makilouko’s (2004) findings.

They neither saw themselves only as a link between the two teams, because the

followers are in straight contact with each other, what is also against the

polycentric leadership style description (in chapter 3.4.3). But, as all the project

managers told they really focus on Chinese culture and act more carefully with

Chinese, in different way compared to other cultures, the leadership style here is

polycentric, with its different nuances or variations. Polycentric leadership style is

on the cultural learning curve on the top (Figure 8, Figure 9), so it is also taking the

best practises of synergistic view into account, as could be also seen from the

interviews. As theoretical discussion already showed (chapter 3.5), there is a link

between both synergistic and polycentric leadership style and emotional

intelligence. From the interview results can be seen that emotional intelligent

persons also use synergistic and polycentric leadership styles in their project

management tasks. None of the interviewees use ethnocentric leadership style in

Finnish-Chinese context, even though they told that with Americans it is possible

to be more ethnocentric. Then also they are taking cultural surroundings into

account, and not being culturally blind. Thus, findings from empirical research

support the theoretical assumptions about the interrelation between multicultural

leadership style and emotional intelligence.

Organisational factors such as history and structures affect strongly on the project

leadership in case MNC. All the interviewees mentioned many times company

name and the culture inside it as determining the way of working between different

offices. This is why the results of this study cannot be generalised to situations
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where a project manager is dealing with a multicultural project within multi-

company environment.

It is important to remember that these results are based on the discussion with

project managers i.e. the evaluation of their own EI skills is subjective. As the

writer’s summary of these EI skills is based on the comments in the interviews, the

real leadership capability may be a bit different. If the interviewees would have

included also project team members, the results may have become more

trustworthy. Though taking into account the thesis subject, limitations and

timetable, and the relaxed situational factors in interviews, there has been proper

amount of transcripted text available for the analysis in this study adding validity.
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Theoretical contribution

What does emotional intelligence mean and how is it linked with different

leadership styles?

Emotional intelligence is the person’s capability of to read, understand and

manage his/her own feelings, take other people into account and manage one’s

relationships with others. EI leadership cluster was represented in chapter 2.5. It is

related to transformational leadership style, as discussed in chapter 2.4.2.

Transformational style has relationship focus compared to more substantial

transactional style, in which EI skills don’t have so much emphasis. Empirical

evidence shows that EI competence is also related to democratic leadership style

of Goleman et al. (2002).

As both synergistic and polycentric leadership style emphasise the meaning of

relationships and understanding of other people’s culture, the EI skills are needed.

This has been discussed both in theoretical part (chapter 3.5), and the same

finding came up from the empirical study in chapter 4.2.

What are the main characteristics of Chinese project environment?

Chinese culture is based on the Confucian doctrine, which was represented

already in the beginning of this thesis when discussing about the history of

leadership in chapter 2.4. More detailed theoretical review in chapter 3.2. showed

that Chinese have group culture, masculine society, communication based on

high-context messages so that silence and unspoken language have huge

meaning, and high hierarchy with titles that matter a lot. There is also complicated

relationship system called quanxi, which defines how Chinese act with new

people, with each other and they are networked. Chinese are always afraid of

losing their face, what is called mianzi. They have different time concept than

Finnish people have what may cause challenges. All these aspects could be found
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also from the interviews conducted (chapter 4.2). From the Hofstede’s dimensions

(in chapter 3.3) pragmatic vs. normative (PRA) didn’t come up during the

interviews, and thus it wasn’t analysed in detail.

Which kind of multicultural leadership styles are used in Finnish-Chinese context?

Makilouko’s (2003) study showed that in Finnish-Chinese business environment

the polycentric leadership style is the most appropriate and commonly used. The

interviews showed that in case MNC project managers use both synergistic and

polycentric approach – being an integrator or more task-oriented initiator of

structures (Figure 9). They tend to adapt their own behaviour to Chinese culture,

but whether the same is expected from the team members didn’t come up clear

enough. All the project managers told that they aren’t only a link between the two

teams, as the followers are in straight contact with each other. This is against the

Makilouko’s definition in chapter 3.4.3. Though, most aspects of the used

multicultural leadership style are similar to the ones in Figure 10, from Makilouko’s

study (2003).

As comparison, with Americans all the project managers felt that they can be really

straight i.e. even ethnocentric leadership style can be used. Due to the

delimitations of this thesis, working with Americans wasn’t analysed here in

detailed. Though, it tells that all the project managers take really carefully Chinese

culture aspects into account, and adjust their leadership and behaviour according

to the cultural context.

How do emotional intelligence and multicultural project leadership style used

interrelate and affect success of a project in Finnish-Chinese context?

In theoretical review, it was found that both synergistic and polycentric multicultural

leadership style require emotional capabilities and social understanding as

represented in chapter 3.5. Cultural learning is a long path, which can be stressful,

and requires these emotional skills. In the empirical research (chapter 4.2), it was

found that in three cases out of four, multicultural leadership style and emotional
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intelligence competences were quite strongly interrelated. As all the project

managers expressed, there haven’t been so huge conflicts when doing projects

with Chinese. Good planning phase and project manager’s knowledge and

understanding of other culture have helped to succeed. In some cases, the

timetable sets too tight limits when starting the project, and there isn’t possibility to

be prepared enough, what may cause challenges. That isn’t related to project

manager’s own skills but more to the organisational reasons, which are playing

remarkable role in case MNC.

5.2 Managerial contribution

How are the project leaders supported to utilise emotional intelligence and suitable

multicultural leadership styles? Are the project managers selected according to

their EI and multicultural skills into Finnish-Chinese projects?

The empirical research showed that in case MNC not so much emphasis has been

put on the EI, general leadership or multicultural leadership competences or

development of those. There is some training available for different cultural

contexts, but whether those are utilised is dependent on person’s own interest,

willing to find these courses and to participate. Same thing came up about the

project leadership training – there is some available but project manager must be

proactive in order to participate.

Interviewees mentioned also that training provides good basis but more important

is the real life experience. Mentoring i.e. learning form the experienced project

managers could be utilised more as it seems to be really beneficial. Case MNC

doesn’t have mentoring system, and there is an obvious development need

existing.

It seems that when choosing the project managers into certain project, no

emphasis has been put on the EI skills or multicultural competences, as the

substantial knowledge and know-how is all that matters. This point is a bit alarming

as at least in Chinese context relationship and people related skills are the ones
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that matter the most. Case MNC should put more effort on softer values and

developing the project leadership model, which would support using the EI

competences. Not all the efficiency come from facts and figures as there are

always people behind the company’s success. These people need to have

emotionally intelligent and multiculturally skilled leaders to guide them towards

common, global goals.

Even though this research was a single case study, it can be said in general, that

also other companies should put effort on developing emotional intelligence and

multicultural skills of project managers as that seems to be the key to successful

project leadership. Project managers themselves can contribute to the companies

in which they are working in order to get more training, and to develop mentoring

concepts to support the development of their leadership skills. Intercompany

meetings or knowledge pools for project managers could also be an important way

to learn from others experience.

5.3 Limitations and further research

The case company in this thesis has unique organisation culture, and long history

of doing business with Chinese, what may affect the results. Though, there isn’t

geocentrism detected within this MNC i.e. the study had good basis as there really

exists huge differences between Finnish and Chinese working culture. It would be

beneficial to study whether the findings are similar in multi-company or multi-

industry context. As there, the organisational culture and historical reasons

wouldn’t have so much emphasis. Also how the multicultural leadership style and

emotional intelligence skills are related to each other in other cultural contexts

would be interesting to find out.

Another important point is the already mentioned limited amount of interviews in

this thesis. Of course larger the number would be, better the extent of the results.

Also if more project managers could be interviewed, the quantitative measures

could be utilised more in the research and during the analysis. Though, this

qualitative research seemed already to be quite saturated as the responses from
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the interviewees followed similar patterns in many interview questions. Adding the

number might not change the results remarkably. The results are thus

generalizable at least within this MNC context.

There was found a link between the multicultural leadership style and emotional

intelligence competences in case MNC. Though, this thesis represents a small

sample, and there haven’t been made any wider studies or publications about this

connection. Thus, there is need for further research.
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Appendix 1

Interview questions in English (interviews were in Finnish)

1. Finnish-Chinese project environment and multicultural perspective
1.1. What characteristics you see as typical in Finnish-Chinese project teams?
1.2. How do these cultural differences effect on a project?
1.3. How do you take cultural issues into consideration and how do you handle

possible conflicts?
1.4. How have you prepared yourself in working with Chinese from project

leadership perspective?
1.5. What are your actions in the beginning of a new project with Chinese?
1.6. Which kind of multicultural orientation do you yourself have (i.e. do you

want to stick with Finnish business rules or adapt according to Chinese or
something else?)

1.7. How would you describe your role as project leader between the two
cultures?

1.8. Can you explain how do you decide which multicultural perspective you
take; does it vary according to project & context?

1.9. How does the multicultural perspective chosen affect the project success
or failure – any examples?

2. Leadership style and emotional intelligence competences
2.1. Management vs. leadership – how do you understand the difference

between these two terms?
2.2. How would do describe your own leadership style in projects? Do you let

team members affect decision making?
2.3. How about do you find yourself from following styles: visionary, coaching,

affiliative, democratic, pace-setting and commanding?
2.4. What are the most important factors that affect the project leadership style?

Emotional intelligence competences:
2.5. Self-awareness – How do you notice your own feelings like frustration or

anger if something goes wrong? How do you cope with it?
2.6. Emotional resilience – How do you work under pressure and changes –

how do you recover?
2.7. Intuitiveness – Do you make decisions by own intuition in addition to data

available? Do you often have gut feeling about how things should be done?
2.8. Interpersonal Sensitivity – Are you aware and how do you take into

account point of views of others when making decisions? How about
emotions, concerns and needs?

2.9. Influence – How do you try to influence team members or stakeholders to
make them listen?

2.10. Motivation – what motivates you? How do you motivate your team?
2.11. Conscientiousness – Are you consistent in your words and actions in

accordance with ethical business standards?
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3. Synergy between EI & multicultural leadership style:
3.1. Which are the typical emotional intelligence characteristics needed in

Finnish-Chinese context?
3.2. If you compare different cultural project context – are there differences of

which kind of EI skills you need and which multicultural perspective you
need to take?

4. Training & project manager selection:
4.1. Is there training and material available to support project managers to

utilize EI skills and choose the right multicultural leadership style?
4.2. (if training available) Have you attended for trainings and has it affected on

your project management in Chinese context?
4.3. Are the leadership styles used by project manager taken into account when

selecting the PM for Finnish-Chinese environment in your company?
4.4. Do you have any development ideas for project leadership, especially from

EI & multicultural perspective?
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